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PREFACE
A person living in Calaveras County is constantly
reminded of the glorious past when the mines and camps
were in full swing.

The old buildings with their iron

shutters, the great pil-es of worked-over gravel, and the
stories of the old-timers all stiffiulate a person's curios 1 ty a·b out the romantic past.
~

Therefore, 1 t has been

ambition since first coming into the county to make

a serious study of the early days and put down my find!"'
ings in an organized ·paper.

There are no printed works

at a 11 complet-e on the county as a who 1 e.
o~

Amador County and Buckbee's Pioneer Days

Camp have been helpful.

l:ason • s History

2f

Angels

tmson, however, deals with Cala-

veras County only be:ro.re 1854, when Amador became a. separate county, and his interest was with that area that later
be carne Amador.

I:rs. Buckbee deals only with Ange 1 s Camp.

Therefore, I believe that I have brought together in this
paper the most complete history of the county up to 18-66
that has ever been written.
i
I

I have only discussed the period from 1846 to 1866.
This covers the period from the diseovery of gold to the
final lo-cation of the county seat at San .d.ndr.eas.

It has

be·en impossible to draw a hard and fast line, and in some
instances I have mentioned events that occurred in a later
1 ,

!

period.

In discussing mining, for example, it was impossible

-

ii

to discuss the beginnings· of Quartz mining without tracing
some of the mines on to a later period.

Jut

rr~

chief

int €reats have centered on the period of placer mining
/ when the camps of the county •.vere filled v.ri th a surging

I
I

i

tide of restless !'!liners ever on the move to find better

"diggings .. ''
I am especially grateful to Judge J ... J... 3mitil of San

Andreas for the use of his 3cranbook.

Judge Smith is a

native of Calaver&s County, and for many years he has been
studying the early histoxy of the county.

He has searched

the records of t j, e county government, s·tudied old newspaper files, and interviewed many "old-timers" in an effort
to get the facts.

.All

t ~1.is

material has been published by

.Tudge Smith in the columns o:f the three coun.ty newspapers
--the Calavc.rns Californian. the
the Calaveras W'eekly.

Calavera~

:Prospec-t, and

His Scranbook is e coll.e ction of

all these articles that he has written or copied, as well

as clippings from

sever~l

other sources.

In the early days the apostrophe was used in I.:urphys
and Angels VJhen refe-r ring to them as places but la.t er it

was dropped..

Therefore the apostrophe is not used in this

thesis except 'Nhen 9uoting.
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Gabriel l:oraga, the ~I·eat Spanish explorer, was probably the first

v~ite

man to visit the region that is now

known as Calaveras County.

1

:·.oraga, with twenty-five men,

left San Juan !:>aut 1st a on 3e:ptember 21, 1606, \"lith Father
Pedro 1.:unoz as diarist and chaplain, for the purpose of
locating a site for an inland -m issio·n.

He discovered. and

named the 1~okelumne, Calaveras, Stanislaus, 2 and Tuolur.meZ
Rivers, and
: ~arii>os.as

gain~

on sou.t h came to a slough

because of the lai·ge number of

averas is the Spanish for "sku.lls."

w~1ich

·he named

butterflies~

The name

W£' S

Cal-

.< dven to

the river because of the large nuober of human skulls found
there.

1

~he

story was that a great number of Indians

com1n~

Some time before the autumn of 1806, an expedition w2s
sent out from the ;~ission .San .Jos·e to find a ro.ut.e t .o
Bodega Bay. They reached a river ·which was named Rio
de la lasion, and which some writers thi Lk ~ay have been
the Calave-.ras River.
This see n:s a st:r·[-tn-?"e route to take
for Bodega Bar, however, and the expedition may never
have e:ntered the Calaveras region.
·Eubert H. Bancroft, Californi~ History, II, 46.
2
Ee called it the Las~uisimes.
2 E e visited the Indian villa g e of Ta~alcoe, and 1 t is
p·robably the origin of the name.
Jee Charles :!-] . Ch apman, .A IIistor;r of Cali f ornia, p. 4.22, and E d.n.a l3l""J'-ll
Buckbee, ·l'ne Sag a o.r: .f.!£. T~.<.olumne, p. 16.

down from the Sierras to fish for salrr.on were slaQghtered.
J.:ason seems to think it was more likely that the Indians
perished as a result of an epid.emic .• l
The next visit of the white man to this region was in
1829, by General

!~riano

ValleJo.

He was sent out to hunt

down and punish a group of run-away Indians led by Estanislao, who had been making raids on t ·he cattle and horses

of the

J~ssion

San Jose.

The Indian, Estanislao, had been

born at the !:ission San Jos.e.

Both his mother and father

had accepted Christianity and lived with the mission
Indians.

However, as E-stanislao grew to man.'-lood, he longed

for the freedom of his ancestors and ran away, taking
several Indians with him.

~his

band took up their abod.e

on the Lasquisimes River and made
on the mission stock.

ra~ds

across the mountains

In April, 1829, General ValleJo

fought a battle with the Indians at what is now known as

Stanislaus City.

He was not successful, however, in de-

s .troying the Indian .force or in capturing the le·a ders.

Another expedition was sent out in ·;.:ay unde·r the leadership of

J~se

Sanchez.

After an all-day battle ngninst the

Indians, who were entrenched in a thick wood. on the banks
of the Lasquisimes, they withdrew, having lost two men.•
Estanislao was now ruler of the Lasquis"imes.

1

John D. J:ason,

~~istory of Amador Count.y,

P• 66.

3

Commandante lArtinez, however, was more determined than
ever to destroy the Indian band, and sent out General val-lejo on l:ay 29th, w·i th his whole cavalry troop.
he was more successful.

'! 'his time

After fighting the Indians all day

in. the same grove, the Spanish set the grove or;. fire and
forced the Indians to - r ·lee u.p the river to the Taqualomes
Indian village.

Another battle f .o llowed., and the Indians

escaped: by :floating down the ri ve·r on logs.
returned to the

~ ~ ission

Estanislao

San Jose, mere he was hidden by

Father Duran until pardoned by ~ove rnor ~c~andia.

He later

established himself on the Lasquisimes Hiver at what is
known as .lteynolds

~·erry,

The name of the river -w as changed

to $tani.slaus after the Ind1.an. 1
The first American to visit this gen.e ral region wa s
Jedediah Smith in 1827.

He crossed the mountai.ns around

the headwaters of the F.erced Kiver, howev·er, and very likely·
did not pass through the Calaveras . region.
John Bidwell an·d his party crossed the Sierras about

ten .miles south of the present Sonora Fass, and followed
down the St·anislaus River to the valley..
exploration

tri~s

On one of the

to the .side country, Bidwell ca me upon

one of the Calaveras Big Trees (Sequoia gigantea) that
had b.een uprooted.

In later years, he s·tates that he

visite.d the .grove and was satisfied that he found tb.e same

1
Edna B. Buckbee, £E•

~.,

PP• 1-9.
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tree he had seen on that first cross1ng.l

4
If he were in the

north grove of Big Trees, he was the first American to
County~

Calaveras

vis1~

but if he were in the south grove--wh1oh

seems most likely--he was on the south siie of the stanis-

laus and in Tuolumne County.
Captain John

c.

Fremont and his

by Kit Carson, came through what

in Februar,r, 1844.

explorin~

party, led

was later Calaveras County

Fremont had left Oregon for St. Louis

but had desired to explore the great desert region to the
south .and locate the Buenaventura River that was supposed
to f'low through this region and hav·e its out let in San

Francisco

Bay~

After trave·rsing this desert waste for

several weeks, he found his supplies low and his horses
in bad condition.

Rather than continue eastward to st.

Louis over the une:q>lored desert, he decided to cross t·he
Sierras into California and replenish his supplies from
the J:exican Settlements.

T·raveling so·uth, he csme to the

Carso·n River and followed a branch of it to its source on
the. summit.

Anyone at all .familiar with the .S-l.erras appre-

ciates how remarkable a feat it was to cross these

~cun-

tains in January and Februacy.
On the afternoon of February 20, 1844, the party
reached the summit, and Kit Carson Blazed one of the trees

1

John Bidwell, Echoes of the :Pas·t, p. 29.
~.....;;..:;;.~--

·-
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and carved -his name and the date, 1844, upon it.

This same

pass is now used by the Alpine highw~, and is known as ~ar

son Pass.

The party made its way down the mounta.ins, fol-

1-o.wing the south fork of the Amer.iaan River, and reached
the home of Captain Sutter on l:aroh 9th.

known as the Kit liarson

This· route was

~migrant

trail,. and mEu.y goldseekers used it during the goldrush days. -1 The Ebbetta

.Fass Ro.ad, which was also used by the early emigrants,
was discovered in 1950 by John Ebbettse,

2

who followed

the Carson route to Big M:eadows, where he then turned of!,
following the northern ridge of t .h e north fork of the

Stanislaus River into r:urphys.

It was known as the Big

Trees Road, and was rudely broken, being only a short -cut

for those miners going to the southern mines.
Captain Sutter, with a party of Indians and -a few
whites, visited the region of Calaveras in 1846, and sawed

lumber to be used for building a ferr.r boat.

The men

worked in a cluster of sugar pines -on the rid.ge between
Sutter and Amador Creeks, about four miles above the towns

1Lew1s F. Byington, "Historic Expedition of ~·remont and
Garson to Cali:fornia," r._uarte.rll _Q£ Society o-r California
Pioneers, 8-: 184-91, (Irarch 192 }• Th-e members of the
1;Iormon Battalion returned to Salt Lak-e in the summer ,o:f
of 1848, by this pass. and .Hope Valley.
2 John A. Smith,. "The :li:bbetts I'ass Road," Calaveras
Californian, {Angels Camp) April 9, 1945.

-----,
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o.f Amador and Sutter-. 1
.On December 29. 184!3, the

l~exioan

go·vernor t:anuel

?.:icheltorena gave a land-grant to Francisco Rico and Jose

Antoni·o Castio known as the Rancho del Rio .Esta.nislao.

It

was the only t rexioan land-grant ever given in Calaveras
County and was in the southwest corner of the county.
A few years ago a group of Angels Camp High School
b.oys, while hunting, .came upon the remains of an old village
or hacienda on the old land. grant.

None of the old timers

a mong the local. citizens could remember a village in that
The rema.ins are undoubtedly of t:exican archi tect.ure.

area.
~rs.

Buckbee~

local historian, believes the ruins are re-

mains of old Gampo Feli~, which was part of the old Rancho. 2
The ruins were later used as a hideout for Joaquin lluri·etta
and his bandits.

If this speculation is true, th-e

!.~exicans

had estab-

-lished themselves in the county for purposes of cattle

raising before the miners came in the spring of 1848, and
Campo Feliz would be one of the first settlements in the

county.
Groups of l:exicans had p·robably trapped or traded
with the lndians in the county .b efore the discovery of gold.

~.:a.son, ~· .£.!.!·,

p. 65.

2Josephine Cornell, "Remains of Old Bandit Refuge,"
Stockton Record~ Feb. 16, 1935

···-- -
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It is claimed by loaal

hi~torians

that

!~xicans

in what was later .ttailroad J.t'lat as early as

had settled

19~7.

It is known definitely that .r'rench trappers with headquarters at French Camp near Stockton had established their
camp at Happy Valley, less than two miles east of !:okelurr.ne
Hill, as early as 1840, before l:Srshall's discovery of

.From this point they- trapped far into the Sierras
to the east. 1
gold.

1

J.. A. s-n-:1 th, "Early Calaveras History , " Ca lave ra s
Cal.ifornian, Jan. 11, 1946 ...

-

--- .
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CHAPTER II
LARLY CAlTS OF SOUTH!rnN CALAVERAS COl'lrTY

It is difficult to say definitely just who mineQ in
the Calaveras region first, but it was probably Captain
Weber, 1 ~ounder of Stockton, or Tuleberg~ as it was then
called, who found. gold along the Mokelumne River.

In the

latter part of Earch, 1848, a man arrived in Stockton bringing scale golQ from Sutter·' s mill.

Captain Web.er fitted

out a prospeeting party of settlers, strangers, and Si-yokum-na In.d ians, and commenc.ed the exploration of the count·ry
east of Stockton, beginning at the Stanislaus and working
no·rth.

At the l!okelumne River, the captain decided to

make a more detailed search and found the first gold in
that section

o~

the county.

Continuing north, he found

gold in every gulch to the American River.

Ria party de-

cided to establish itself at what was afterwards called
Weber's Creek near Placerville. 2

Weber returned to Stock-

ton and organized a party to explore the country south of
the J.::okelumne River.

This party found even finer speci-

mens than those discovered at Coloma.

As -a result of these

discoveries, eompanies were formed that mined all this area
and gave names to the early camps.

1l:i. E. and G.· E. Reusch and l:ildred Hoover, Historic
Spots- .!:.!! California, p. 9.

-2r.:ason, ..QR• ~·.., P• 66.

.... _. ....
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Another early expedition into this region was led by
a Gatholic priest, Don

~manuel

geles, in the spring of 1848.

Franco Corone1 o£ Los AnHe.

Joined with Augustin

Janssen, a native of France, in the formation of a trading·

and mining company and started out prospecting.

In the

San Joaquin Valley, they .met :!father Jose 1,: aria del Heal,
who showed them a sackful of coarse gold which had been

taken from placers along the .::at·anislaus by the Indians.
They then headed for the Stanislaus.

Near the junction

of_ the Stanislaus and the S.a.n .Toaquin Rivers, th.ey met a
party of Indians who seemed to be· plentifully supplied

wi~

gold chispasl and quite eager to tr£.de the!Il for the goods

of Don Emanuel's party.

De-spite the efforts of the Indians

to elude them, a group of the mining party led by Benito
Ferez trailed the Indians to their rancheria.

In the

morning they found the Indians with poles in the Stanislaus River, overturning rocks and picking· out the nQggets

from the crevices.

Ferez and ·his companions joined them

and quickly gathered three ounces of gold.

They then re-

ported to Don Emanuel, who ordered the company to move up
the river to a bar later famous as the Stanislaus lane

(Robinson's Ferr,y).

The first day Don Ema nuel with two

Indians took :forty-five ounces ·of gold.

1Flakes.

The same day Juan

-

.. ·- - - · - · -

.,

-· --·-

. -

____

10
Se:pul veda fou..nd a .nugget weighing one pound.

Jose Valdez

took out so much gold that it staggered. him v,rhen he attempted t.o carry it.
Sots.~

He

turned ilis claim ove1· t ·o Carlos

who worked it tV'.rO days and secured fifty-two pounds

of gold valued at ten thousand dolla1·s.

:!)on

: ~ manuel

and

1-.n.ireas Tirador, a r:exican miner, went upstream to a soall
bar and at a de.pth of four feet filled his •~rooden batea1
with p;old.

E e then

~ave

·the claim to .:.>on Smar.uel, who

worked all da7r and his companions worked it all ni ';h t.

2

Another expedition was making its way into the Calaveras

re~ion a~

practically the

sa~e

of the discharged men from Colonel

u~

time, male

~enathan

lar~sly

D. Stevenson's
r.

fa mous 3eventh He g iment of llew York
leader of t "his group was Jam e s

:~.

Volunteers.~

:arson, a Virgin.ian, ··.-no

had served his countr<J faithfully t h rou? hout the
War.

~h e

~·e.xican

It v.·a.s called the Gc.-c rson and Hobinson 1:1n1nt1' Cor.1pa.ny

and consisted of ninety-two men all well armed and eQuippei.
In the company were dragoons and discharg ed teamsters from
the command of rajor Isaac Graham and a number of soldiers

1 Bowl or bucket.
2

~dna

B• .3.u .c kbee-, E..,E.

~.,

PP• 10-lZ.
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. . . 1'his regir.-1ent sailed from 17ev: York on September 26, 1E:46,
in the ships Loo Choo, Susan Drew, ancl Thc r.1a.s E. I erkin.s.
It numb.e :red 7 20 men and was the first .at·I:J.y unit ever to
le c-~v e the Unit€d States to uphold the fl a g of it·s country.
-;; ana J • .3uckbee, o·c-. cit., 1').. llZ.
?

--

.

,_

- ··-

--- ~
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f'rom Co lone 1 Stevenson' s regiment. 1
Dr~

I.

c.

Daniel and John !:urphy-,

and James Isabel, William K. Casement, and George

Angel were among the members of this famous exploring
party. 2

They were guided into this region by the Indian

Chief Jesus

J:S.ria~

When the company reached the creek now known as
Angels Creek, a tributary of the Stanislaus, Angel decided
to mine here and also to set up a tr-ading post.

Carson

went on south a few miles, where he reached another CTeek

and decided to

t~

his luck here.

It is now called Carson

Creek and is at the foot of the now famous Carson Hill.
John and Daniel t:urphy decided to follow up

Angel~

Creek to the north and east and came to rich mining in a
little valley soon to be known as''t!urphy's Rich ~ Diggings."
Captain John A. Sutter wit-h a company of Indians
mined the Sutter Creek region in t :he early summer of 184-8.

I

•I

The miners, however, did not approve of his use of Indians
to do the mining for him and called him a "slaver."

Ee '

soon gave up, deciding he was not a good miner but a rancher.
The later famo-us Sutter Creek -w as named after his first
efforts at mining here.

1colonel Stevenson and about one hundred of his men
mined a. t lrokelumne Hill in the summer- o_f 1848. Joseph
H". Jackson, AAYbody's Gold;p. 362.
2

Ibid._, P• ~~9.

.
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~rorth

Branch, located between the old

!.~cGurk

bridge

and the old ·Riley place on the north fork of the Calaveras
River below San Andreas, was o.ne of. the first mining camJ>S·
in the county.l

Two or thz·ee hundred miners dug for gold

here in 1848-49.

There were a group of' cabins, a store,

and some other buildings.
According to Wal·sh, Drytown, north and west o:f Jackson, was the pioneer mining settlement in the county, and
the first in which .g old was found ..
The records state as early as the spring of
1848, a motley population of ! ~exicans, Indians,
and Anglo-Saxons was working in its rich
ravines and gulches. Its story is the usual
· one of one hundred dollars a day panning • • • • 2
In general, the whole Calaveras region, including
most of what is now Amador County, was fairly well explored
in .1 848.

l~ny

of the expeditions and groups, and even in-

dividual miners, would mine a short while in some spot and
then, not satisfied with the gold yield, would move on to
another locality.

There were always rumors traveling the

rounds that there were r.icher diggings at some other place,
and many times there were.

Gold was found in amazingly

large amounts all ove·r this region, but, of course, certain
areas had richer ·and larger deposits than others.

Some o:r

1 "Calave.ra.s County," Cala.v eras Chamber of Commerce Bulletin,

Sen Andreas, Calif.

~enry L. Walsh, Hallowed_ ~ the ~ Dust Trails,:p. 105.

·-- . ,

,
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these were intensely worked by placer mining for a short
time, were soon considered worked out and therefore abandoned.

Others were rich and continued to yield from both
1
surface mining and pocket min1ng2 until quartz gold was
discovered.
establishment

This· more enduring form
o~

o~

mining led to the

permanent towns rather than Just camps.

The big :rush from the eastern part of the United

States, and from all over the world, did not reach California until 1849, but practically all or the Californians
abandoned whatever occupation or profession they were
following and hurried to the gold fields in 1848.

The

towns along the coast were practically deserted by early
summer.

The official report of Colonel -·R.

B.

V:ason,

!Tilitary Governor of California in 1848, to \'lashington
states:
We reached San Francisco on the 20th day of
.June 1648, and found that all or nearly all of
its male inhabitants had gone to the mines ••••
We resumed the journey by way of Bodega and
Sonoma to Sutter's Fort, where we arrived on the
morning of the Zrd of July. Along th-e whole
route, mills were lying idle, fields of wheat
wer~ lying open to horses and cat!le~ houses
vacant, and farms going t~ waste.
1 Fanning and later by use of the rocker and the Long Tom.

2Th.is was tunneling and driving shafts.
3 G. B~ Glasscock, A Golden Highway, P• 24.

•
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The Reverend Walter Colton, former Chaplain in the
United States Navy, and alcalde of Monterey i .n 1848, has
this to say in his diary about the results of the gold
rush on I:onterey:
Tuesday, August 28th.-The g9ld miners have
upset all social and domestic arrangement
in l:onterey; the master has become his own
servant, and the servant his lord. The
millionaire is obliged to groom ~is own
hors·e, and roll his wheelbarrow.
William Redmand Ryan, a volunteer in a company

·o~

troo_ps assigned to California in 184.7, has this to say in
his Personal Adventures in ITpper and Lower California
about his arrival at I.:onterey late in August 1848:
"Governor !.~son had decamped to the mines;
the streets were unpeopled, the houses
empty, and the town deserted. With the exception o~ a stray 'regular' now ani then,
not -a living soul was to be met with. ~veri
body was o~f to the real Tom Tid~ler's ground
to pick up the gold and silver. . "
With this wild rush to a region along the foothills
not over two hundred miles long and less than forty miles
wide, certain camps became very lively over night where
only days before there had been only solitude and the
lonesome howl of the coyote.

Some of these camps lasted

but othe·r s were soan lVOrked out and desert.ed.

On the spot

where George Angel had set up his trading post and started

libid._, p. 26.
2

~.

1 p. 27.

· - - - - - ,
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· mining, a lively camp developed.

At tirst Angel did not

stake out a claim beo-ause there was :plenty of gold to be
found in th·e creek almost anywhere..

.Angel and his group

sometimes took out as much. as ten ounces in a single day.
But they were only the advance guard of the rush.

.1

The

remaining months of 1848 saw the country fill up at an
amazing rate.

1

Angels store, set up at the int·erseotion

of Dry Creek a ·n d Angels Creek, was a convenient center
, for miners in the area, and when the word got around that
there was rich panning in the creek, everybody wanted to
try it.
In hia memoirs, James H. Carson tells how he left his

diggings in Carson becaus-e -it was no.t good enough and came
back to Angels Camp in the early spring of 1849.
A change ha.d come over the· scene.

He wrote:
When

we reached the top of the mountains,. we had t.o

stand and gaze on the scene before us. The
hillsides were dotted with t .ents, and the creeks
filled with human beings to such a degree that
it .seemed as i.f a day's work of th&,2mass would
not leave a stone unturned in them.
Angels Camp was famed not only for its. mines but as a
trading center.

In the spring of 1849, the population of
':I:

Angels Camp was three hundred,

~

exclusive of .Indians.

1Jackson, ~· ~·· P• 339.
2

rbid.

3Edna B•. Buckbee, Fioneer Days ~ Angel's Camp, P• 3.

··-.,

--~----
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This was be~ore the stampede o~ 1849 ~rom the East had

reached the camp.

Heanwhile the placers along the creek

were paying well.

Early in 1849, Thomas _J. r:a.tteson paid

fifty dollars for his pa-s sage from San Franoisco t-o Stockton.

It required seven days to reach Stockton and seven

more days to reach l-1:urphys Diggings by ox cart,
ing .t:urphys, he moved down to Angels.

Not lik-

Ire settled along

the creek at what -later became Chinatown, and spent the
next two months mining in the cre-e k, averaging eighteen
ounces a day. 1 Three ounces a day was considered good
. .
2
m1.n1ng.
The diggings were found to be rich in the main creek
and the smaller gulches and flats of the region-.

At one

p-l ace, :from two hundred square f'eet of surface earth, two
brothers named Winter, in 1852, washed out in their sluices
nine thousand dollars worth of gold; and upon digging
down to bedrock found limestone c-ontaining much gold mixed
with sulphurets.

Upon being crushed and worked, it yielded

from one hundred and fifty to two hundred dollars per ton.
A specimen assayed in London at the rate of thirty-five
thousand dollars a ton.

""~

_

1

Ibid._, P• 4.

2Gold . varied in price from eight dollars to eighteen
dollars an ounce.
3

Theodore H. Hit tell, California History, III, 121.

---~

-- · ·- - -· -- - ·- -
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The richness o·:r the placers attr-acted large numbers o:f
miners, and in 1853 there were forty-five hundred in the
camp.l

When Gerst-a cker visited Angels in April, 18f50, it

seemed to him as if the whole surface had been worked.

The

soil of' the bed ot the creek had everywhere been turned_ up.
Although the placers were ver,y rich they- were not deep,
and the camp, after the first few years, found itself dependent on the trade f-rom the surrounding regions and fro-m

the travelers passing through from one region to another.
Hundreds o:f horsemen and pedest_r ians passed through each
day on their way to l!urphys, Carson Hill, Jackson,_ Slab
Ranch, and Cherokee Flat.
line-s came through Angels.

The main stage lines and fre-ight
Also, Angels h-ad one of the

best hotels in the Uother Lode and its- location made it
a stopping place for the night.

When Borthwick visited Angels Camp in 185-1 , he found

a village composed of well-built houses o-:f
wood, and altogether a more res:pe!t-able and
ci vilize.d p1ace than San Andreas.

By

1853~

the placer mining at Angels Camp was practi-

c a lly exhausted, and it looked as i~ the village would soon
be nothing but a romantic memory.
usually exceeded the permanent.

The ~loating popu1a-tion

The Australian gold ex-

citement in .1 852 resulted in a greater exodus from Angels
1
2

Glassoock,

.!?..£• cit., P• 269.

Walsh, £R• ~·· p. 66.

..
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than

~ro~

other camps where the yield from the placer mining

was good.
The "Peregrine l 'ilgrim," a correspondent for the Daily
.ll..l ta California, visited Angels in June, 1€.5:3,. and found

nothing to his liking about the camp.

He atates:

This ple.ce is one of the humbug t .ovms v1-e
sometirr.es find in the mines. Apparently
there was once a small strip o~ rich mining
ground near the caop, and people believing
it to be extensive, built ouite a number of
very good frame houses~ But, unfortunately,
the diggings gave out ••• so· that now we find
~any or the houses empty.
One bad sign is that
I observe very few miners at wor~ in the vicinity, and a large number loafing about and playing cards f'or the whiskey •••• · It might "Se.em hard
to speak so of any place, and so it wo~ld be
were they to be affected by it. But apparently
they never eet any newspaper, and never read
anything, and take no interest in ~nything-
unless it is the ~rice of w.hiskey.
The discovery of the rich gold-bearing quartz at this
time saved Angels from the usual fate of the camps of
~orty-nine.

Bennager

discovering the
ing rabbits.
loader~.

~irst

Raspb~rry

gold

has been given credit for

beari~~ ~uartz

while out .hunt-

It s·eems the ramrod stuck in his muzzle-

and, beinp; unable to pull it free, he pointed the

gun at t.he ground and fired.

\'~'hen

he went to get the ram ....

rod he saw a glitter of gold in the rock that had been

dislodged.
1

Continuing his search, he

fo~nd

what was a

rrperegrine ::. ilgrim," Daily: Alta California, {San Francisco},_
June 24, 1853.

,
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really good vein, and was able to take out s.even huncired
dollars in gold that afternoon without any tools.

The

next day he took two thousand dollars and the third day,
se-v en thousand dollars.

He had a mine from which he made

a fortune. 1

The Winter brothers were the first me.n to

demonstr!~te

that c;uartz mining could be conduct-ed on a paying basis.
The J:arshall mine developed by them was the fii·st ouartz
mine dev.e loped in Angels.

The surfBce workings in 1854

yielded ten thousand dollars.

They built arrastras oper-

ated by horsepower, mined an open cut for eight years, and
are credited with having made in excess of two hundred
thousand dollars. 2

They were also the first to erect a

gua·rtz mill ln Angels and almost the :first to operate a
})eying one tn

the state.

It was run by water power, had

twelve stampers, weighing five hundred pounds ea ch, and
erushed eighteen to twenty tons of rock in twenty-fo.ur
"i1

hours •....,

By

1

Octobe~

Jackson,~·

1857, the San Andreas Independent was

cit., p. 340.

2Buckbee, Pioneer Days o:r· Angels Camp, P• 8.
3compiled by J. A. Smith from~ Andreas Independent,
Oetober 17, 1857.

able to state that:
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betw-een ~'/intertcn (Altaville) -and. ..illgels is
the extensive c:uartz lode, v:hich has given
such an impetus to trade and enternrise in
the vicinity. In less than a year-·, s time
over fifty quartz nills will be runntng.
Thei: e was no longer any doubt as to the future of

Ange 1 s as a mining community.
to five thousand by 1854. 1

Her po IJUla t ion ha. d

~l'Ol.m

.3he vro.s destined to be one of

th·e greatest quartz mining centers in the ..:::other Lode, and

such famous mines as the z:arshall, the Lightner, the
;:other Lode Central, and Ctica were to add to e. gol.d pro2
duction that totaled one hundred million dollars.

rerhaps Angels' greatest .fame has cooe from :,:ark

Twain's illustrious story, the "Celeorated. Juoping

Fro~

of Calaveras County." which has led to the modern annual
Jumping Frog cTubilee.

?:ark Twain is su;>posed to have

heard the story from Ross Coon in the bar-room of the

Angels Hotel during the winter of 1864, while· he W' .s
living with the Gillis boys on Jackass

~ill.

However,

San Andreas claims the story v.·as told to ::ark Twain in

the old r:etropoli tan Hotel in that town.

was sent to Artemus i.lard, who

v~e..: s

At any rate, it

planning a book o.f hurr.or-

ous piecest but it arrived too late to be published.

The

editor o:f the Saturday :Press in l~evt York saw it and printed.

1
2

Walsh,. £1?.•

.£!1•,

p. 67.

st·atement on the r.:. s .. G. w. monument in Angels Camp.

·- ·· -- ·- -· -··- --· ··-- .
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it .• Editors throughout America, weary o:f war news, copied
1 t., and J!ark Twain and Calaveras County became famous. 1
As we have already mentioned, the !;:ucyhy brothers,
.Tohn and Daniel, associates of Angels, in 1:ay 1848 went

on east s·everal miles and found gold first at what is
now known as Valleci to.1 v..h ich was called
Diggings."

"I.~urphy'

s Old

Soon gold was discovered in the little valley

:four· miles to th.e north on. Angels Creek, and these· mines
were called "l:urphy' s New DigfS'ings.• "

The former. place

was later on called Vallecito ·b y the J,!exican population,
end the se-ttlement to the north was called
Diggings."

"t~urphy

1

s Rich

Douglas and Stou tenberg, members of the ;:urphy' s

party, were supposedly the discovers of gold at "!!urphy's
ITew Diggings," which for- a. time was re.ferred to as Stoutenberg.

It was called this at the time of the elections

held in NovembeJ;, 1849, as the precinct returns were from
Stoutenberg. 2
Frederich G-erstacker_, a German .from Leipsig, visited
l:ur,phys in the SJ)ring of 1850, and wrote that he was told
that the first white men to reach

~~!ur.phys

had found a

J.!exioan and his wife in a small hole like a well.

1

Jackson,

The

~· cit., P• 341.

~.:urphys was also at one ti·me -c alled Wingdam and is supposedly the location of Bret Harte's story "A Night in
Wingdam."

- ·---·- ... - ...
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couple bad dug up from between the root.s

o~

the pine tree

an enormous sum--it i ·s said eighteen thousand dollars in·
nug~ets,

but as soon as the Americans showed intentions

the place, the original diggers readily left
the place to put their treasure in a safe -place. 1 The
o~

contestin~

Yurphy brothers, particularly J"ohn, hired Indians to work
their claims and were alleged to nave taken out one million
five hundred thousand dollars before the end of the wet
season of 1848. 2 They were, however, associated with '.leb.er
in mining

~perations

little later.

at Weber Creek near Placerville a

If they had taken out such enormous art.ounts

of gold, it is doubtful that they would be prospect inp,:further.
But it. was probe.'b ly true that the ~:urphys were quite
successful in getting the Indians to work for them.

Ban-

croft says:
One Who visited the Stanislaus in October 1848,
tells -o:£ some natives he s-s.w at work in that
vicinity. He says the tent of Er. I:Urphy was
pitched in the midst of a small tribe of wild
Indians mo gathered gold .for him, and received .
in return provisions and blankets. He knocked de~
two bullocks a day to furnish meat. They respec.t .ed
his ~erson and property in part due to th~ f2c~
that he had married the daughter of the cnief.
I
2

Frederick Gerstacker, Gerstacker's Travels, P• 207.
Glasscock,

£E·

~•1

P• 266.

3 Bancroft. op. ~it .... p. 441.

-- -

----------,

Some time in

~~ay,

through }~urphy-s

1849, a party of forty men passing

Flat found good pay at the lower end of

the 1'lat- and remained to mine.

It is not known at ?!hat

precise point gold was first found, but it- was not far
from the cut made through bedrock by th.e

!~urphy'

s Fluming

Company.
An ounae to the pan was no unusual prospect, and
tolerably good even in 'forty-nine.

Gold was found at a

depth of from four to ten f -eet, the latte-r being conside-r ed
rather deep diggings.
By August~

-1 849, the population of

about fifty miners, chiefly Americans.

J.~urphys

was only

Cabins and tents were

unknown, as the miners were too busy to put up such habitations.

They simply camped under the trees.

Regulations were passed limiting claims to eight
feet scuare.

The addition of a partner would enlarge

the claim to eight by twelve feet.
~or

Th-ese clai r-I S averaged

the season, three thousand dollars.

A Frenchman took

out seven thousand dollars in the summer and wet season.

l

One miner realized $80,000 from his· work the fi·rs·t winter.

2

It was reported that five million dollars were taken frcm
a _ four ac·r e placer area. 3 Fans wer-e the only implements
1

san Andreas In:ienendent, I.:ay 1, 1856.

2Biographical Histo;Y of Central California Counties, P• 154.
3 John Gaarden, Gold Nuggets of ~ World, P• 64
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used in washing until ·late in the fall, when the new invent ions o·f rockers or cradles were in t ro due ed from wood • a
Creek in what was later Tuolumne County.

There was a small

spring in the flat, which ?las daily drained of the supply
of water for the miner's culinary purposes.

A dam was

ma.d e to collect the water, and this afforded a
out plaoe for eve-r ybody.
an ounce of gold ·pe·r
price.

d~

pann i n,~

The ordinary rate of wages was
but few could be hired at that

Four or five ounces to the pan was not unusual

mining on what was then called the lava ledge.

r.any of

the claims paid sixteen ounces to the pan.
By the summer of 1849· there were four t

on the flat.

r& ding

They belonge Q to Doctors 3rown and

posts

~ilson,

a man named Connell, the Daly brothers, and t:aJor Richard
Roman (later st·ate Treasurer).

News of th.e richness of

these diggings. soon .spread, and miners crowded in from all
sides by the fall of 1649.

But the rainy season started

very early, and nothing could be done but mark the _placers
that we.re to be worked in the summer.
Gerstacker. who came to :~rphys in April 1850, says:
To prev.ent ab·use, the American diggers
called a meeting in which it ~~s resolved that
no one should have a larger placer--and onl7
one in his name--than sixteen f'-e·et long and eight
:feet broad, with a space of two and a half .feet
around it for throwing dirt. Such a claim
might be registered for a fee of two dollars
with the Alcalde, in which case it should be

25
valid until August 1850, and no longer.

1

B.y August, 18u0, not only miners but a great many store.s

keepers -w1 th goods a·nd pro-visions had crowded into J:urphys
Flat.

Thus it was no longer a camp but a town.
Here is Gerstacker' s description .of 1.:urphys when he

visited it in the summer of 1850.
There was a large wooey plain in the midst
of which a small town arose. A broad street
of' large store tent-s extended along the middle
of the flat. Not only the nece-s sary provis-ions
and unnecessary drinks might be had in thes-e
shops, but also real articles of luxury. The
mai.n street was thus solely occupied by the
different stores and shops. A mass of small
blockhouses and tents lay behind ~em, scattered
as far as the next range of hills.
In the l{ovember 16th election of 1849, Stoutenberg
was one of the precinc-t s in the San .Joaquin district.

Ge-rstacker tells us that Stoutenberg was a part of r.:urphys
Diggings settled by Germans-. It was named after a German
3
called Staudenberg who had set up the first store there.
Although consisting only of tents., it had_,
during the summer -of 1849, been raised to
the rank of a real town, where an alcalde
a sheriff, and a con-s table were duly elected.
The mole town comprised about fifty tents
two or three blo?k-houses, and a house buiit
of planks; yet, 1t already boasted nearly .as
1

Gerstacker,

~·

ctt., p. 207.

--

2Loc. cit..3

By POJlUlar use the name became Stoutenb~rg • .

··· - -- - l
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many wbars" as tents, besides three American
and four French dining rooms, two doct-ors 1
shops, at least twenty gamblin~ tables and a
skittle ground where you might-have three throws
:for the reasonab-le price o~ twenty-five cents.
~~en

This was his description of Stoutenberg in 1850.1

he arrived in April 1850. it seemed to him that eve17 inch
o:f spa.c e on the flat had been mined..

He didn't have much

success and. says that although gold was to be found, he
didn't find it nor did a majority of the diggers.

By August,

1850, a great many storekeepers had come in with goo-d s
and set up stores, but the diggers began to leave a place
where they couldn't even make wages. 2 The .s.loalde, !.:'ajor
Wyatt, and the storekeepers- used different ruses to keep
the miners, but still they left.
tr.y his luck at

Gerstacker decided to

~rraCalome."

The foreign -m iner·• s tax, passed by the state- legis-

lature in the spring of 1850, levying a

t~enty

dollar

monthly tax on all foreigners working for themselves or
others at the diggings, created great indi-gnation at
!.:urphys, -and resulted in what

v~as

Revolution.

o~

The greater part

called the French
the- miners were Frenchmen,

a smaller number Germans _, and a few Spaniards.
had been driven off'.

The foreigners said they wouldn't

.

pay the tax and armed themselves.

1
2

Gerstacker, £R• cit., p. 239.
Ibid." p. 207.

The Hexicans

On May 20th a report

. ··- - -
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spread throu~h the camp that a revolution had broken out

in Sonora.
I~rphys
!. ~ost

A letter arrived

callin~

on the French in

to come to the aid of their comrades in Sonora.

of the French armed themselves in great excitement

and hastily marched off to the war.
a hoax.

.But the affair was

Th·e letter wa s genuine, but wnen the French ar-

rived in Sonora they found everything peaceful.
The French returned to

I~urphys

at night,

sin~~ly,

very much ashamei of themselves.

They apologized to the

c~nsured

the actions at a public

alc a lde,

The Americans

meeting, and the i n cid~nt created 111 will.l
One of the biggest problems facing the miners at
I~urphys

was that of an adequate water supply to wasn their

gravel.

This need resulted in the formation of the rnion

~ater

Company to bring water from the Stanislaus River,

south of the Big Trees, a distance of fifteen niles.

The

ditch was completed and v.ra ter reached 1:urpb.ys in January,
18~3.

It wa s during the next ten years that placer mining

reached its peak; the population of

} ~r~hys

wa£ greatly

expended, and it became a roarine camp.
Saloons, dance houses, and to~ghs from other
climes kept ti~es lively. Jheriff 3ob laul
and his deputy, Ben F. I~rshall, were kept
on the J.ump night and. day until the Law
and Order League was formed, composed. of
husky young !lew Englanders, "rho became the

-·--,
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Sheriff's posse, and the tough! and other
peace disturbers were subdued.
When

Father Henry Aleric of Sonora visited n1rphys

in the .latter· part of 185"1, he desc.ribes the place as ·being piled .high with great heaps of rock·s and cobblestones.
The large limestone boulders stood out, washed clean of
the blood-red earth that once covered them.

The three

thousand miners in this area were still receiving fair
2
returns for their industry.
lTurphys was a trading ce·nter for a number of mining
areas.

French Gulch was a :few miles to the west., and a

mile to the east were t:issouri Gulch and .Pennsylvania
Gulch, that met at the little village of Brownsville.
This was a rich area and worked until in the middle 'sixties.

Red Hill., Six r.:ile Creek, and Skunk's Uisery were good producers.

Coyote C.reek was extensively mined all the way

through Douglas Fla.t and on to Vallecito.

The north part

o.f the flat leading up the gulch back of the present I:asonic
Temple was known as Owlsburg and was thoroughly worke.d.
large number of Chinamen

~urked

been abandoned by the Americans.
1

A

this area over after it had
The region out to the

From a speech made by Judge Shepherd, the first white
child born in Eurphys, at the dedication of the N.. D. G. W. 's
monument, as report.e d in the Stockton Record, Dec. 6, 193'1.

2

walsh,

ER• ~·, -p. &9.

. -· - - -···----.- .. . ·-·· - - ··- - · .
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south, leading up I,:urphy Gulch and on to the Central Rill
hydraulic mine, was known as Algiers and was very rich.
In orde·r to get water to the Central Hill mine, a sus-p ension flume was constructed across the lower end of the
valley, in 1857, that was one of the· greatest engineering
feats in the state at that. time.

The flW!le was held up

by two wire cab·les-, one thousand feet long and one and a
half inches i .n . diameter, strung over toVters which were
ninety-four feet high on the north and one hundred and
twenty-four· feet high on the south.

From the flume to

the bed of the creek was a distance of two hundred and
ninety feet.

The length of the flume was eighteen hundred
feet, and. it would carry fifty inches .of water-. 1
Another outstanding achievement of the miners of

I.:urphys was the construction of the Bedrock Flume for
the puTJlose of draining the flat so that it could be
worked to a greater- depth.

Early attempts to drain the

flat had failed, and so!lle miners had abandoned their
claims.

In September, 1859, the flume had been completed.

It was about :four thousa-nd feet long and from .six to thirtyseven feet deep, cut through solid limestone.

The rook was

drilled by hand and blasted with black powder.

The miners

ran their tailings into the flume and several times each
1

~

Andreas Independent., November 14, 1857.

· -·-,

zoyear the Union Water Company :furnished them with a large
quantity of water to wash away the tailings that had accumulated._ The mines on the Flat were now worked to a
depth of about thirty-five :feet, and great
gold removed. 1
Like most of the other mining camps,
destroyed by fire in

Augus~

1859.

~uantities

1~ur;phys

~exican

~ouse

was

The fire started in

the l:agnolia Saloon, near the west end of' town.
used as a Fandango

of

It .was

and tenanted by some disreputable

women, one of whom was suspected of setting the

fire in revenge for harsh treatment,

A brisk wind was

blowing, and the entire business section was burned, ineluding the supposedly fire-proof hotel of Sperry and
Ferry.

The total loss was about one hundred thousand

dollars and forty-seven business houses destroyed.

The

fire occurred on Sunday, and by Eonday some- fift6en or
2
twenty houses were being rebuilt.
An article in the San Andreas Independent, !:arch 2,

1860, stated. that

_!.~urphys

had been practically rebuilt and

that few town lots were vacant.

Judge Putney had erected

1.J. A. Smith- "Early Calaveras History," Calaveras Weekly,
(Kokelumne Hill), l::arch 2, 1945. 2san_Andreas -I ndependent, August 27, 1859.
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a neat little theater, large enough to hold any audience
likely to -gather in the community, and Sperl'Y. and Perry had
·rebuilt, enlarged, and improved their hostelry so that it
was. one of the finest hotels in the mountains-.

This hotel

was popular :for .cany years as a stopping _place fo·r tourists
on

thei~

way to view the Calaveras Big Trees, fifteen miles

east.
The Big Trees (Sequoia gigantea) had been discovered
in 1852 by A. T. Dowd, .a hunter employed for the Union
Water Company at the time the canal was being constructed.
He was following the trail of a wounded grizzly bear
he suddenly came upon one of the immense trees.

~nen

He was

overcome with wonder at the slze of the trees, but when
he told of his discovery to his comrades .in camp, they
la·ughed at him.

He was able to convince them only by per-

suading several of them a few days later to accompany him
for the purpose of bringing in a large grizzly. 1
John Bidwell claimed he had been the first white man
to see one of the trees when his party came over the Sonora
:Pass in 1841; and J. i.!. Wooster visited the grove and ca.rved

his initials on one of the trees in June, l8D0, while on a
prospecting expedition.
1

-

Scenes of

2 "'\.P

<#J..

•

·~onder

pp. 3-4

-and

He states that a man named White-

Curiositl in California, p.S.
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head had visited the trees· a few days before, on ~:ay 20,
1850.

None of these men, however, gave pub.lioity to their

discovery, and 1 t was Dowd who called atte·ntion t.o the
trees.

'l'his discov.e ry wa.s im_9ortant to

~·urphys,

as it

later brought many tourists.
I.:ining laws for the l:urphys district, adopted Oc.to-

ber 26, 1857, provided that
a mining claim in any new ground in plao~r
diggings shall not exceed one hundred feet
square, and in old or abandoned diggings,
one .hundred feet wide by one hundred and fifty
in length.

Every miner was permitted to hold two claims., one dry
cla.im and one wet or water claim.

The dey claim should

be worked wh.enever water could be obtained at the usual
prices, and a wet ·c.laim :from 1-:Sy 20th to .f!ovem!ler 2()th.

1

The c·a laveras Light Guards, a m111 tia unit, was organized

!~y

4, 1861, and met regularly for the purpose of

m111 tary training..

l!any of the members were the first to

enlist in the service during the Civil War·.

A great part

of Company A, Second Regiment, California Volunteers, vrere
members from r:urphys.

They had a fine armory on the hill
2
north of and .overlooking the town.
~uartz

1

mining developed later in l:ur:phys than at. Angels,

San Andreas Independent, Novamber 7, 1857.

2 calaveras ChroniGle,

O.!okelu.mne Hill), Janu·a.ry 28, 1865.

and the mines in this region, loc&ted in the East 3elt of
the :~ther Lode, couli not co~pare in production to those
in the .Angels at·ea.

!:urphys' glory as a c-.inin.g- center

covered the peri-od of the 'fifties and

1

sixtieo when placer

and. hydraulic f:lining- ·was _prod.ucing rich returns.

Vallecito, where the I:urphy brothers originally disc-o vered gold, was- a very popular place, and a .great d.e al of
gold was taken out during the first decade.

Cne of the old

remains in Vallee! to today is the ·:,;ells .Fargo office; only
~amps that produced

At one tir:-,e

durin~

a great deal of gold had such offices.
this early period the population of the

t o....-m y·as four thousan i.

1':1 e re cc rds sh ov.' that in one v1e e k

sixteen hundr·ed ounces o.f gold was produced in this vi.cini ty .a nd purchased by the loe·al mercnants.l
of s ·i xteen dollars an ounce, l'lhich
this would amount to a tidy sum.
Andreas Independent,

~pril

26,

wa~

At the a verap;e

paid at the tine,

AD nrticle in

1660~

the San

states that on the

previous 3.u nday rr.ore gold-dust was brou.:rh t into Va.ll eci to

and offered for sale than buyers ·had coin to purchase.
\•nen Father

~leric

visited the area from

~onora

in

1851, he found. the trail from Lurphys throug..1. Dougla.J Flat

to Vallecito lined with
~old.

1

miner~

hard at work panning for

Five different trails led into Vallecito, and it

speech by Judge J. A. Smith at the dedication of the
monument for the .old bell that had hung in an oak tree
s~nce the 'fifties, 3tockton Record, October 2~ 13Z9.

Z4

became the rendezvous for a vicious crowd of rowdies who
J~aey

haunted its saloons ani gambling halls day and night.
o:f

these were

!.~exi.can

bandits--night riders of

~.:uri eta's

gang 1--who spent their nights in crime in the northern
hills.

Father Ale_ric made no attempt to build a church in

this c.ommuni ty, although he had m-ade plans for the little
wooden church that was soon t .o be construc-ted in !.:urphys. 2
The diggings at Vallecito were deep and ooul.d n' t
be worked in the winter because of the large amount of

water that accumulated from the wet weather.

Shafts were

sunk into the gravel from fifty to one hundred feet.

The

gold was coarse, -and many large nuggets- were found.
A man named John Ward, in

Februa~

185Z, picked up

a nugget worth nine thousand five hundred dollars.~

In

1859 mining was still good, and a miner named Gibson, in
April~

.1 859, took out of his sluice box a seventy-ounce

nugget, mixed with quartz.

After separating the quartz, he

had a forty-ounce nugget. 4
The

short~ge

of water for washing gravel was over-

come by the Calaveras Water Company with ditcrhes bringing
water from the Stanislaus •
. 1 The name is also spelled l:urrietta, but I'm following the
spelling used by Jackson in Agybody'S ~·
2·-·
, , .£R. 2.,..:_.
it , p. 69 •
\'la 1 sn_

zG. B. Glasscock, A Golden Highway, P• 267.
4 J. A. Smith, "Early Days of Calaveras," Calaveras Fropect, February 24, 1945.
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Valleo.i.to was a center of trading for several rich ·
regions, such a.s, Wade' .s Flat, .Humbug Hill (which was no
humbug) and all up and down Coyote Creek.

\fuen the town

was destroyed by fire on August :1 2, 1859, seven days before the llurphys : fire, there were forty-seven business
establishments damaged or destroyed, with a loss of fifty
thousand dollars.
Although Father Alerio felt that it was impossible
to build a church in the town, the miners were somewhat
interested in the religious life.. -During the 'fifties a
bell was purchase-d -a nd hung in a big oak tree, and the
miners were summoned to worship on Sunday by its mellow
-ton-es.

The service was held under the spreading limbs

of t ·b e oak.

A heavy windstorm .ble-w the t .ree down a f'·ew

years ago, _and in 1939- the local· citizens had a monume·n t
erected on which the bell was placed as a permanent testimenial t -o the faith of the early inha-oitants.
It has already been mentioned that James H. Carson
left George Angel at Angels Creek and went on south about
four miles,

~nere

he began to pan in a creek running a-

round the base of a hill th:at l _a ter became knov:n as Carson Creek and. Rill.

He discovered gold on Carson_Flat and

in t -he creek in .A:ugust, :1848. He claims to have :panned
1
out 180 ounces in ten days.
However, he didn't see~ to
1

Reusch and Hoo.ver, ~· ~· ., :P• 46.
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be satisfied with this and crossed the Stanislau-s, pros:pecting as he

went~

He camped at the place that later became

Sonora, without discovering the richness of the deposits.

He seems to have been a restless spirit and could not be
held by the richness of any of these regions.

The bars on

the Stanislaus were yielding rich returns in 1848-49 to the
first miners.

The Don Emanuel Coronel -ex:pedition to· the
Stanislaus mine has been mentioned. 1 At this point on the
river J'ohn W. Robinson a.nd Stephen J..:ead, who had been mecbers
of the Carson Robinson

I~ining

Ex:pedi t 1on, started a trading·

post and establ.ished a ferry across the Stanislaus River in
the summer of 1848, v.hi.oh was known as Robinson·' s Ferxy.

It

was later on called l!elones by the J!exicans because the shape
of the gold nuggets were sim.ilar to melon seeds.
cans called it Slumgullion.

The Ameri-

The trading post and ferry

proved very profitable, and in the summer of 18.50 in a
period of six weeks ten thousand do.llars in ferriage fee

was paid by the m-iners. 2

lielones wa:s or-iginally not at the

river orosstng but about half way between. t..l-J.e river and
Carson Hill. ·3
Walter Col ton of I:onterey visited the Stanislaus mine
1

c:r.

p .. 9.

2 Glasscock,
3 ·J ck
a son,

op. cit., p. 277.

.21!··

it
r;.r;4 •
E_.,
P• .__.,;

.in 1948 and wrote:
It was in the Stanislaus that the largest
lump of pure gold ever cined in California
was discovered. It weighed twenty-three
pounds and VIas nearly pure and cubic in
f'orm.~

J. R. Browne, vbo visited this region in 1849, says
Melone.s was the largest mi·ning town in the state, w1 th a
Bancroft says th~re was no
2
more riotous camp in the S·1 erras. This was probably the
population of five thousand.

location of' the Roaring Camp of Bret Hart-e's "Luck of
Roaring Camp. n
Harvey Wood came t .o l.:elones in August1 1849, and mined..
He later bought the Robinson and Eead Ferry and operated

it until a bridge was constructed in 1894.
He tells o :f prices paid for suppli.es in 1849.

His

partners, Huylaa and Foure, made two ounces of gold one
.d ay and dec-ided to have a grand sapper.

They invested

eight dollars for a small can of preserves, four dollars
for one can of sardines and a few extras, making the cost
of their supper sixteen dollars each.
were one hundred dollars per pair. 3

Long-legged boots

He states that Indian Gulch nearby, and El Dorado
.Bar, between J,:cLeans Ferry and Coyote Creek, were found
to be exceedingly rich.
1

2

A group of men calling themselves

Buckbee, Saga of Old Tuolumne, p. 14.
Ibid •• .P• 217.

~arvey Wood, lersonal Recollections of Harvey ~. p. 19.

l

ze
the "Independent Twelve" had a good claim on El Dorado .Bar,
and by working one rocker until ten in the morning they

would take out from twenty-four to thirty-s·ix ounces of
gold.
Whe·n Father Al.e ric visited. Robinson• s Ferry and
lrelones "in 1851, he found a large colony of rexicans
anxious to receive the visit of a priest.

From the south

bank he could see the whole north bank overspread with
tents and ramshackle buildings.

i"'he 1:e:x:icans were cining

the ro ck by means of shafts to a depth or t
wit·h.out aid of ropes ·or windlasses.

V.'O

hundred feet

At about every thirty

feet or so there was a sort of step or platform., resting
on which was a pole with a number of notches cut. in its
side.

The rock that was excavated was brought up in ·leather

sacks on the backs of the men, Who made their way up by
climbing a succession of these poles.

The ore was placed

in a circular pit, and a large rock was dragged around and
around ·the pit by a mule or horse far the purpose of' crushing the ore rock to sufficient smallness so that ·the ore
could be was:Q,ed out.

These pits were called arrastre.s.

This was the :r.: elones mine and was only an extension of the
mines on the other side of the hill known as Carson Hill
Diggings.
A .few hundred .feet ab·ove the abandoned diggings of
James Carson

•

a man ·named William Hance, Jr., while fol-

39
lowing a stray mule, saw yellow· metal in an outcropping
of ~uartz.

Knocking off a chunk with a rook, he found

it weighed out fourteen pounds .in gold.

This w.as in

o·ctobez; 1850., and the mine became knovrn as the r.:orga.n mine.
Hanc.e·, .J. Austill, J. B. Smith, Vfilliam Rove, D. !:urphy,
.Tames Nott, and A. !.:organ formed the Carson Creek Consolidated liining Company and claimed by right of discovery and
occupation all of a ledge of quartz:
Beginning at the southeastern terminus
o~ the quartz rock cropping out to the west of
what .is called Carson Creek diggings, on top of
the mountain. directly west of said diggings;
thence running northwest para.l lel with said
diggings to the brow of the said mountain facing
upon Carson Creek, comprising a linear distance
of about seventeen hundred feet, with branches
ur spurf of said ledge cropping out at different
points.
Altogether they claimed four thousand feet on the vein.
It was the accepted practice ·of the miners in this area that
twenty-five feet was enough for one man, and so the miners
felt that Colonel l:organ and his associate.s had no right to
claim enough ground to accommodate one hundred and sixty
miners.

l'lhen the ground was as rich as this mtne

was bound to be trouble.

'\'IBS 1.

there

The leader in this case was a tou..gh

:from Columbia named Billy r:ulligan, Ylho had oeen a membe·r of
the gang called "Hounds" in San Francisco and had left when
1

Record.ed ?~inut·es of Calaveras County Court
Claims, April 2, 1851;-p. 25.

~ Janing
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it had become too hot for him.

He heard a bout the .fa·b u-

lously rich mountain that Colonel ·!:organ wanted to cont.rol.
He gathered u:p a group of his friends and simply moved in

and took the mine by force.

He retained control of it un-

til 1853, when a court order expelled him. 1

By this time

J..:organ and his colleagues were heartily sick o·f the liti....

gstions and battles that had occupied them for two years.
!::organ returned to England but not without a good deal of
gold.

He gave queen Victoria a gold nugget worth .forty-

four thousand dollars.

It was claimed he took five mill.io.n

dollars from a hole twelve feet long, six feet wide, and
nine :feet deep. 2

James G. Fair, wh.o made his fortune later

at the Comstock Lode in Vi·rginia City, obtained the mine,

but was involved in a series of suits with William Irvine
that lasted for years.
This !;: organ mine on Carson Rill was the richest in
California and :perhaps. in the world.

J. Ross .Browne, who

is considered accurate in writing of the l.:other Lode, says
si~le

a

blast threw down $110,000 in gold.

Another author

claims a blast broke loose i300,000 to ~310,000 in gold.

It was claimed that three million dollars worth of gold was
"A

taken from· a hole eight feet s-quare by sixteen feet deep."'
1

Jackson,~·

cit., p. 336.

aGlasscock~ ~· cit., P• 276.
:3.

Ibid.

~

.
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The largest nugget ever :found in the tTni ted State-s was taken

out of this mine in November1 1854.

It was a lump fifteen

inches long by six inches wide and four inches thick,

wei~

ing about -one hundred and ninety-:five pounds troy (one hundred _and sixty-one pounds avoirdupois), and worth t43~bZ4. 1
Charles Feters' memo irs· mention a nugg-e-t valued at

tzs, 91·6

which was :f·o und fifteen feet below the· surface o'f Carson
2
Hill.
At one time during the 'fifties, over a period of two
years-. guartz mines at C.a rson :till yielded over three mil-

lion dollars.

Both in richness and in

Hill was a rival of l:okelumne Hill.

times of five tbousand.

~opulation

Carson

It had a population at

More than thirty million dollars

in gold have been taken from the mines at Ce.rson Hill.

There were several rich mines scattered about the Hill,
such as the Enterprise, the South Carolina, the Stanislaus,
the Union, and others•

Knowing a little of the history of

the Hill a person can easily believe that in ten ~ontbs in
1850, $2,800,000 in gold was taken out.

The twelve hundred

feet of quartz vein running through the I:organ mine was the
1 It was the third largest nugget ever· found. Th-e largest
was from Chile and was said to weigh 400 pounds. The
s ·econd largest vla·s :found in Ballarat, Australia in 1659,
weighing 224 pounds.
.
Theodore H. Hittell, California History, III, 142.
2

Glasscock, ~· ~·· p. 276.
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richest in California.

1

On the road f'rom Carson 'Hill throudl Angels and on to
San Andreas there are a number of min i ng ce.mps that hacl

brief periods of glory and then faded.

It is possible

on.ly to mention them, even though each has a story ot its

own.

.Altaville, just out of Ang els v1a s kno""m at different

ti mes as Forks-in-the-Road, Winterton, and Cherokee Flat.
It was settled in 1852.

Behind the town is Eald Hill,. on

t:vhich is located the shaft of the old I:a tt is on mine where
th-e famous Calaveras skull was found in 1866, and about

which Bret Harte wrote the poem Fliacene
tists were taken in by the hoax.

S~ull.

Scien-

The skull was found in

Pliocene geological formation, but after further study it

was found to be hardly TertiarJ and not
years old.

~ore than fifty

James !·~a tson found ·the s1::ull, but he was not

in on. the hoax.

Ross Coon wh o told i'ark Twain the storJ

of the Calaveras Jump ing Frog may have been the ori g inator
o:f this practic:::. l joke.

.H oaxes vre :c-e U.eveloped to a hif'h

·
th e
d e g ree dur1ng

d~
ay s •

·

·

ml nln ~

It was a -part
of "seeing
-

the elephant. n 2

The Demorest Foundry, built .here in 1857, produced a

1

2

rralsh,

££·

cit., p. 477.

Reusch. and Roover,

op. ~·· P· 47.
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great deal of' the machinery for t !le mines.
Following the ·trail to San Andreas, there we.re such

c·amps as Dogtown, San Antone (a notorious camp in the
'fifties), Uppe·r and Lower Calaveritas, and Fourth Crossing.

...,•.: l•
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C.S".AFTER III

San Andreas (St. Andrew) takes its :;·.:.c:..r.;e
';at~J.olic

few

Churc.:l in the COLd::ty.

::'~exicans

It

WL S

~ rem the c1d.e~t

f'ir.::;t .;:)ettled

o:r

··:tho car.;) ed. at the :::'o.rlcs of thE· gul ch a"Oo'-4 t

.fourth of a mile above the _1; 1 £- ce

w~1 e:r·e

t:ae town now

a
on~-

;;>tands.

ln 1849 other ?:exicans arrived and r_J.ned. hel'e but it was not

until the spring cf 1850 tliat a f ew .\me1·icans

C•· r.le

in and

!
w~ t s

I

be ,5an mining in the rr.ain -9 "Ulch.

I

of !:exican miners in 1850, and by fall there were around
:fifteen hundred miners in the camp. 1 Durin~ this )eriod the

i

!

There

ce..mp vre. s notorious 1'o r its c r iu.e.

a lar,o:e inc1·eas c:

• ~any of the

,~re. ve s

-tered around the hills are evidence of the violence.
ings, stabbing s, and shootinp.; w-ere freo,u.ent.

s ca. t~ ~arw,-

JYo bl4i1din~s

were erected until 1850, as tents were usEd for business as

well as for residehces.

At that time the 3ella rnion--the

.first frame building--was constructed.
gamblin3 hall, and

In
~as

th~

It served as saloon,

courthoQse~

spring of 1851, attention of

~merican

miners

called to the area, and they btgan to arrive in larger

nu!Ilbers.
Lack of water was the main

drawbac~

to · th-e ninin-£;, al-

though it was at firs.t ccm:pensated. for by the -richness of
the gravel and the ease ~~rith wllich ..:r'Old was found.

1

walsh,

~· ~.,

p. 91.
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.spring of 1851, Captain Robert Pope located and surveyed a

ditch leading from Willow Creek to San Andreas.

Shortly

afterwards a company known as !.:iners Ditch Company completed
a parallel ditch.
lost its rights.
pany

In a. la•,:suit the

It was called the Dnion Company, and

water in f'rom !.:urray Creek by the

By 1856 ·the

~able

Ditch Company

In the winter of 1651 another ditch aom-

was . organized.

brou~ht

~:iners

:.:ountain

~·:ater

sprin~

of 1852.

Company had completed a

ditch which gave an adequate supply.
It was in 1852 that the citizens of the

cam~,

becom-

ing tired o:f the crime and violence re.sul ting from an ele\·

. ment of the I:exioan populati.on, organized for the purpose
of ridd.ing the area of Joaquin I:urieta and his gang.

They

had a rendezvous at Yaqui camp (two miles south), and after
a severe fight the bandits were driven out of the camp and
•t was d es t roye d • 1
l.
In August, 1852, three miners found in the very center

of tovm a nugget which sold to

~ells

Fargo for twelve

thousand dollars.

In 1853, the mines were in full operation.

There

was ?robably no more flourishing camp in California.
rich

diggin~s on Gold Hill

were discovered, althou¢h de-

veloyment was slow until 1654-55.
that ::r.

I ·~urray

The

It was at this time

struck the old channel of a prehistoric

1 J. A. Smit'h' s Scrapbook. He does not give his source of
material, but it has evidence of reliability, being based
either on old newspaper riles or other early documents.

. .
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river vd1ich :flov:·ed. directly unier the to·,..m, 2.t a depth of a
hundred to a hundred ana fifty feet, '.'lithol.Lt r·e;;;pect for
hills cr gulches.

!:Iis shaft :·. as

poir..t of Douglas Hill.

loc~ted

ne::tr the north

The gr2vel was ti:'::.e richest that h&s

ever been found in the old cha-nnel--seventy ounce:.3 to the
pan.

This strike carne at abcut the tir.Ie the placer mines

on the surface were being worked out.

ing claims were v.-orke d in 1857.
.not less than

ei ,~hty

a mile of town. 1

The last good pay-

By July, 18.59, there were

mines -,,·ork:i11g this old channel within

It was because of this channel that 3an

Andreas became one of tne creat producers of gold in the
county.

Cne firm in 1859 shipped over five hundred thousand

dollars in

eo ld

dust. 2

In the SUJ'!'.rr:er of 1855 the first orick
erected. in the to•,.m.

bt.:.ildin~s

were

The orick usc.d \'/as shi-pped around the

Horn as balla::;t fo1· ve.3..;els and

brot;. .~::lt

to San Anir·eas on

pack anil!:als.

Fire de.stroyed. the to·1;n in 1856, 185E, and 186Z,. as it
had rr,ost of the r:::ining can:.})S '-"-'hez·e t!J.e b·.:iildint:s were construoted of wood.

The t o·..:n ?.as 1·e built more solidly each

ti.we, until r::.cst of the

b~ild.ing.s

wer€ of bric:c cr stcne.

-.

The San Andreas Independent, a weekly newspaper,
first published in San Andreas on September 24, 1856.
1
~

San ~ndreas Indenendent, July ZO, 1859.
~~·

Smith, "Days of Old",. Calaveras Iros;-ect,
necember 6, 1944.

GJ.
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During the Civil War days, San Andreas had a militia
called the San Andreas lrnion Guards.
basement of the Odd Fellows Hall.

The armory was in the

The militia had squad

drills every second Saturday of ea ch month. 1

At a miners' meeting on July

dig~ings

1862 the .mining laws

They provided that claims

for the district were adopted.
for shaft

~.

should be one hundred feet square, and

a tun."'lel claim shou.ld oe cne hundred f'eet wide running
through the hill.

All gulch and surface clairr.s should .

be two hundred feet souare. 2

To the east of San Andreas were im) ortant mining
camps vthich can onl y be nar.:.ed..

I.:ountain Ranch, (El Do-

rad·o ) .~ Railroad Flat aCQ.Uired its name from the wooden

rails used on a little railroad run.ain<:; .into

6.

rdne.

West Point is 11:her-e Kit Carson camped i n 1854 when e.x:ploring a route for the Fremont expedition.
!~okelumne

He cross·ed the

River on the· Indian suspension bridg e that wa s

near there and

followin~ b ~ ck

c:arson Pass :from the v1est.
region in 1849.

up the river,

discov ~ red

There was a g old rush to this

Louis Chicard of Stockton sent t h e first
.

'7.

rr.uletrain into ·.-rest Foint in the fall of 1849."'
1 3an Andreas Registe.r, August 29, l86Z ..
!Calaveras Chronicle, {I,:okelumne Hill), July

zF.

the

26~ 1862.

A. Kazmarek, Ghost Towns, a pamphlet yrepared .for
the Chamber of Commerce o~ 3tockton.

I

. ·-,

-
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The miners traced pay dirt for twenty miles along the
course of an ancient river bed in this region, and found
nuggets varying from five dollers to ninety dollars in
value.

This ch.a·n nel alone turned out millions of dollars

in gold. 1

Extensive placer mining was carried on near

West :Po.int at Sandy Gulch, Skull Flat, and
West Point, as well as Railroad Flat and

l~ew Digt~ings.

:~ountain

Ranch,

lie within the erani te belt of the East !:other Lod.e.
cause of the soft granite and eese of

West Ioint was called "poorman's
ing there needed
~uartz

ve~

mining was

extraotin~

ca~p."

The

the

~iners

Be~old,

work-

little capital.
ve~J

im portant at a later period.

The:r·e were man.y i n!p ol..tant mines, such as the Stl?.r of the
West, Blazing Star, the \'l ater Lily, Scorpion, the 'iide

l1est, and many others.
As has already been mentioned, Ca!:tain :ieber visited
the J:okelumne River in April or T!ay of 1848 find found the
first geld in ..-..hat was later known as the 3outhern :~ines.
During the sul'Ilf:1er, a company of eight men, heeded by Janes
:P. i:artin, in a -n
_. eriod of two mo.nths, we ::.·e a ole to tf~ke

-o ut several thousE.nd dollars in gold for each of them.
In the early auturrill Colonel Jonathan D. Stevenson cane to
the river with about a hundr ed of his men wllo .:.ad. recently
1

Eiographica·l JiistO!X of Central Cali --,. o~ Counties, P• llio.
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been r.:usterecl out.

Iossibly the f'"ir.;;:';; code of :·. inirl,:?. laws

to be dra•.vn u "9 1-n California vms "rri tt ~~- n

o" the Colonel for

the benefit of ~1is men on the :·okelumne P..iver. 1
The soldiers struck it rich at '.':hat after;·,ards oecal!:e

knov1n as Gwynn Cany t• n, the

pre~e:n.t

callinc;: the place 7"iddle Ba r.

river to

Ji~

?ar, one oi' -.;he

location o!' lar(lee

~am,

3or:.e then follo·:1ei u:;> the
fir~t

on the river, and. on to Volca.Jl.O

im~~ ortsnt

!:linin:,- ca:;.;-s

~: nl ~ - okelu~e

~: 111,

•:;j::..;re

they were the first to :find. gold. 2

J:okelumne is an Indian we rd. r-eaning snov: \·;ater. 3
?r'n.ile .gettinp; a drink in the ri vei' one of Stevenson • s
soldiers found a nue,:;et weighing t:'l'enty-f"ive _biounas.

precipitated

a

'1.'l1is

great gold rush to the bars alonr the river.

And for miles along the river· in 'forty-nine and the 'fifties i~portant ~ining settlements sprang up, sach as :~d
dle Ear, :Poverty Bar, Rich Gulch, ::osq_u.ito Gulch, Lancha
~lana,

ani 3ig Bar.

The latter was partially res;onsible

for the later developm.e>J.t o:f

~~ok.elumne ~-Iill,

loc!::ted on the river just below
I

I

I

~:okelumne

present hi:cshy:ay crosses the river.

as it ·;:as

:!-:ill where the

In 1850 a ferr;t

established here, knc'::n as the ~.:..11ale Boat Ferry.

1 Reus-o h and :Hoover, .£12.· ci_1•, P• 9 •
2
walsh, on. citA, p. 100.
3 1n an a;;_ic~publisheJ by the State Fark
Stockton Record, r ev. 17, 1937~

i'.'C.S

It v!as

Com~iscion

in

,...--- - - - - - -

superseded by a tall bridge in 1852, which lasted until
swept away by the floods of 1862.1
l:okelumne Rill was not an important rninin.o; c~nter
in 1848., bu-t beaame important because of ita central lo--

cation to important mining regions and because it had the
only real store for miles around.

Aoaoruin~

to an art1ole

in the San Andreas Independent, September 18, 1658, a

visitor to r,:okelumne Hill on november 1:>, 1848., says that

;
I

I
!

he found twenty or thirty men engaeed in mininv, and that

I

a

I

G. B. Dickinson and family were keeping a ooardinY tent.

I

(

~:r.

Syree wa.s keeping a trc.ding store there while

The newcomer worked for two days at an ounce a day and
then started. mining for himself.

In two w·eeks h -e ·ha.d

realized nearly a pound of gold.

However, according to a document received from. the

French Library, the Fourcade Brothers, whose names re~ained
attached to the loaality for a long time, were the first
settlers. 2

This document says tila t a

::r.

Greeo ire o!

stoekton raised the first tent, in which he 1nst all-ed his
family and a "tienda~ or general store, in lStO.

Large quantities of gold were soon found on

~·okelur.me

Hill, and it became one of the richest as w.e ll as most

1

Reus ch and Hoc ve r, E1l.. ..!?2:! • , .P • 10 •
2-T
ti
:f
-,
h docwnen t received frcm ::r. Fras11n,
rans 1 a on o a .L' rene.;t
t
san Franc 1 sco, by
of the French Library., 414 ::ason ;) re~th
D. Fricot and given to Judge J. A. Sm
•
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notorious placer mining centers in the county.

ln

~Tovcm-

ber, 1846, a Frenchman, fishing for frogs in a prospect
hole, saw a s-:peck of gold and upon worlcing the gold out
with his pocrket kni:fe, obtained a. nug.get worth ~2,150.1

This was one of the first large nug.c:,ets found at ::okelurr.ne
E-111.

It was claimed.. that ten million a.o·llars vras . .vashed.

from three acres of gravel on the Hill in tha early 'fif2
ties.
Bayard Taylor. Ylho. visited the Eill in 1649. say·s,

''Two negroes wa shed eighty thou.sand. dollars from their
.
cla1m
1n
a month. ,3

A oompany of seven Frenchmen commenced
one o:f the adjoining gulches to

:~okelu.mne

~~sning

in

Hill in the fall

of 1849 and in a few weeks had enough gold to return to
.
d• 4
th e i .r na t 1. Ve ncrne
Sa .....v~S.:...l.e
.Do •

In 1851 a company of Frenchmen discov8red a rich

deposit in one of the neighboring hills, afterwards called
French Hill.

~ilien

the report got out of the richness of

the claims, there w&s an
in on the claims.

attem~t

The CG.mp took sides, and for a f'ev:

days two armies faced each other
Biographical History

2
3

4

Gaarden,_ on •

.£.!!•,

Glasscock~~·

Rittell,

~ove

The French defended themselves and ran

U1' the French .flag.

1

by the Americans to

.£!

rea~v

for real

w~rfare.

Centra·l c·alifornia Counties I _p.l5·4 .

P• 64-.

cit., p. 261.

on.
-

cit., III, 114.

·;

::
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However, cooler heads succeeded in bringing about a set·tlement without the outbreak of

hostilities~

This was known

as the French War. These rich discoveries broueht a rush
.
-of miner3 and many notorious ·and criminal characters.

i

I

I

I

By 1853 there was a population of from three thousand to

four thou sand. 1
However, th.e town in 1851 was in no way very elegant.
Borthwick, who visited the village, describes it as follows:
The diggings were chiefly· deep diggings work-ed
by means of' "coyote holes", a hundred feet deep,
and all the ground around the mine was accordingly
covered with windlasses and heaps of dirt. The
population was a mixture of e oual proportions of
French, ::exicans·, and ~ericans, with a few stray
Chinamen, Chilians, and suchlike. The town itself', with the exception of two or three wooden
stores and gambling saloons, was all of canvas.
::any of the houses were mere sk.eletons clothed
in dirty rags of canvas .•
~en

he was there the community was excited over an im-

portant sporting event--a fight
2
a Spanish bull.

bet,~·een

a.

When Father Bobard, on .his round of
camps .from San Andreas, visited ::okelumne

chained bear and

d~ties

to the

l~ ill

in 1851,

he found
a squatty area of bumpy terrain al~ost entirely
encircled by irregular mounds of all sizes and
shanes ~ith shacks ~nd tents stuck· around in all
imaginable positions, hign and low; the one main
street or crooked lane, runnin~ north and south,
1

.

Hittell, op. ·cit., III, 114

2J. D.

Bor~wick,

Three Years in California, as ouoted by
J. A· Smith in the Calaveras ITeekly, (Eokelumne Rill),
November ·1 6, 1946.

r- · .. ...

,..'2:

was lined on either side with uneven rows of ... "'
a.l t ernate leantos and c ::.nvas s..'Hlcks •. hou.s1nf
the stores a-nd saloons and gambling Joints.
The richest diggings were the

volc~·~nic

rounding the camp, known as Stoa·kton Hill,
French Hill.

mounds surra~':'er

f!111 and

Stockton Hill and. Corral Flat on the southern

edg e of tow.n J>rod.uoed a.n estimated thirty million dollars
2
in gold.
I:iners were allowed claims sixteen f :eet. sc;uarEr.
1-Jigger Hill has an especially

intere.stin~

ceme to town in the summer of 1851 but
received by the Americans.

some gold-dust.

E e as·ke d

w~ s

?:~ere

storJ•

A ne,g;ro

not cordially

he .rr.i:::·n t get

In order to get rid of him he

~u~

directed

to go dig for it on the hill mere everyone was sul'e there

was no g.old.

.At the end of' a week the nep-ro crune in wi"th

his pouches loaded with nugg ets -and dust.

r:·e w-as e. 11 t tle

surpris ·e d at the effect his report ha.d on the miners, as
it started a stampede fo·r the hill to stake out clair.:s.

It was aftenvards known as Nigger

Hill.~

From th-ese fabulously rich hills and the surrounding
Gulch,
mines of Chili Gulch, Buckeye,. Jesus !:S.ria, Rich
Hill drew
Whiskey Slide, Happy Valley, a·nd river bars, the
. . •argo and Company records
a grea t d eal o :f t rc.de. · "'ells,
It
....

1

walsh., op. cit., p. 97.
2 stockto;--Record, November 17, 19:?7, i.n a re!'ort by the

·state lark commission.
k
it
.., . '7. ~ orne sources say ·there were
ac_ son, .£.£· 2-•, 1;1. ;?ou• u

3J

several negroes.
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_ show

~'IJipments

in the

1

of .gold in excess of five million dollars

fifties.

At one time in the early 'fifties there

w:ere -estimated to be fifteen thousand populatio.n in the
immediate vicini-ty of ::okelumne H111. 1
Water for washing the gravel vros a problem as it was
in many other of the early camps.

This was solved by the

construction of the r:okelumne !{ill Canal, bringing water
from the river eiehteen miles away at a cost for construction of two hundred and fifty thousand dolla.rs. -2

'l'his

gave plenty of water for !:okelumne Hill and was carr.ied on
westward for another eighteen miles.
One of the earl-i est California newspape-rs, the Calaveras Chronicle, was established here on October 28, 1851.
It claimed to be the first weekly in the state and for many
years to have the widest circulatic n of any mountain journal--sixteen thousand copies in 187Z.z
The town was destroyed by fire in 1854, 1865, and

1874, but was rebuilt on each occasion.
J?robably I.:okelumne I-Iill was one of the tough-est towns
in the county.

It had a m·ixed population of Yankees,

French, German, Spanish, Chilenos, and Ji:exicans, and this
probably resulted in its reputation for violence.

1

J. A. Smith's Scrapbook.

For

He gives no reference but the

material is re-liable.
~Daily Alta California, (San Francisc-o ), .June 23, 1853.
:3Calaveras Chronicle, (J..:okelumne Hill), !,:arch 15, 1873

.... ,
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seventeen weeks in succession, a man was killed between
ni~~t

Saturd1!¥

and Sunday morning.

Five were killed with-

in. a week., and as a result a vigilante committee was resolved upon, but it did not continue in existence long. 1

It was a favorite haunt for Joaguin 1:ur1eta..

A

story is

told that he played cards at the Hill ruite often because
no one knew what he looked like.

One night a rash miner

threw his :poke on the table with the remark that he would
bet f'ive hundred dollars that he would kill

first time he met him.

~,:urieta

the

r:urieta, who was at the table,

took the money and galloped away before the miner knew
wb.a t

.

had happened..

2

Some of the nearby gulches and camps were rich producers and. at times almost exceeded l:okelurr..ne .Hill in importance.

Happy Vall-ey, two miles east, where the French

had a tradin.cs and trapping base before t .he discovery of
gold, was a rich mining area for a number of years.

Chili Gulch two miles south, was a rich and notorious

placer mining camp whic·h receiv·e d its name from the large
number of Chileans who mined there in 1848-49, and was the
setting f'or the Chilean War that later led to s.t rained relations betvre·en the governments of Chile and the United
St.a tea..

John .McSorley, an old-timer of l!o.k elumne Hill,

1

1.~son, E2• 9.! •-• p. 68 •
2.rackson, ~· .£.!!• • p .. 364.

---- ---
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remembers when Chili G.u lo·h had two polling ple.ces 't'lith each

polling around two thousand voters.
partners in one of the mines in the

He states that
vi~inity

~ive

at the end of

the year cleaned up and declared a dividend of six hundred
thousand dollars each. 1 The mining in this area was placer

and hydraulic mining, and the gravel was very rich.

In

Februaey 1865, two miners were taking gold from their min.e
at the rate of one hundred dollars a day. Two me.n working
with a long-tom2 removed one hundred ounces a day in 1849
from the section known as "Copenhagen Diggings."

From a

·m ine on the edge o:f the Gulch was recovered the largest

known quartz crystal in the world.
Th.e oamp centered around the Ambuster Hotel and store,

which was built in 1851.

In the region bel.ow the hotel,

known as Chili Flat, was located the Chateau-::ercier, a
large two-story, eighty-room. wooden building, famed for

its beautiful gardens and gay parties. 3
A large part o:f Amador County was in Calaveras c·ounty
up until 1654, and. there were a number ~f important dig-

gings in that region.

Volcano, at first called Soldiers'

~ulch. was one of the most important.

i

j

I

It ~~s given the

1 G. VI. 1-'ennebaker, "Romance of old I.:okelumne Hill,"
Calaveras Chronicle (!.:okelwnne .Hill) February 18, 18ti!l.
2

cf.

:P· 120.
.
~Renort of ·the State of Californ1a Park Commission,
St~ckton Record, October 27, 1937.
~
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name because of its location in a sma11

ro~nd

valley.

It

is located on Sutter's Creek ·a nd was first mined in 1848
by Stevenson 1 s soldiers.

Two of t .hem were found dead here

in ·the spring of 1849 by a party of 1.:exicans.
built two huts in Soldiers' Gulch.

They had

For a time grass-roots

gold was plentiful, miners getting as much as five hundred
dollars in a single pan of gravel.

With such rich

miners streamed into the camp in. 1849 and 1850.

digein~s~

It was

claimed there was a population of five thousand by 1850. 1
The first wagon was driven in by

Willi~~

Wiley in 1849,

with a -party of eigh.t , including John Green and two sons.
It

~~s

called the Green party.

Soon afterwards, the Jones

party came in with wagons, and by winter of 1849, there
were about one hundred in the camp.

The Green party, after

digging through eight feet of a reddish clay, came to
gravel so rich they could pick out the gold with their
fingers.

They had to carry the dirt about two hundred

yards to the creek to wash it in a rocker.

Each man made

about one hundred dollars a day; some of this was coarse
gold, one piece valued at nine hundred dollars..

At fif-

I
I

f

;

!

teen feet, they ran into a yellow clay .so tough it could
not be washed, and they abandoned the claims as worked out.
These same claims, however, were worked for thirty years
~y

I

I
I

I

more

~ersistent

miners.

They were later knovrn as the

l:rr. E. and E. G. Reusch and ~::lldred B. Roover, Historic
S~ots in California, P• 14.

'•
l
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Cross and Gordon

claims~

and still later the Georgia claims.

Probably -a million dollars was taken out of this one cla1m. 1

;

.

Suffioie.nt mining had been done by 1850 to learn that
there was go'ld in the region in large amounts and that it
ex.tended to great depths.
the richest...

!i

Soldiers 1 Gulch Vias found to be

A cartl·oad of dirt after being hauled to the

creek and. washed would sometimes yield 0250.

Occasionally

a single pan of dirt would contain as much as 'uOO in g~ld. 2
l:en vlho had never had a hundred dollars before would make a

thousand dollars in a day.

Clapboard Gulch, although not

as rich as Soldiers' Gulch, paid good waees, and the gravel
?.'as ne·are·r the surface.

Indian Gulch. was also rich.

The construction of permanent buildings. of any importance in Volcano was delayed unti.l the f -a ll of 1849, as the
miners, eager to find gold, lived in tents or brush huts •.
At that tLr.e two houses were built nes.r a good spring.

One

was of wood but the other was a brush and pole shanty
covered w1 th dirt.

At about the same ti'me, Cook and Company

~

got a barrel of syrup, one of whiskey, and one of vinegar

from Sacramento and opened a store.

F
.~

Syrup snd vinegar

Fl
!'

1.!

were five dollars a gallon and whiskey fifty cents a drink$

.~

The store seemed to be also a restaurant as boarders were
kept at the rate of twenty-one dollars a week.

j!

In the

!

1

1:ason, E.P.•

2-Ibid.

~·,

,,
r

t·

P• 207 •

j .

!'·~

t.'· ·
ili

I

!

i·
i:

?I

.----·---

spring of the following year many new and substantial structures were added to the camp as it had been proven that
there was gold in sufficient quantity to support good min-

ing for seve.ral years.
one dollar for meals..

!.: ann opened a restaurant and charged
A man name.d. Hanford opened another

store with a good supply of provisions.
woman arrived in 1850.

The first waite

!:any of the miners walked out a

distance of three or four miles from Volcano to the camp
of a family that had recently arrived, .just to catch a
glimpse of _a white woman.

J.:any miners came in this year

and with them ce:me a Baptist · minister named A.

r.

Davidson

who held the first r -eligious services in the camp. He afterwards built a church.l

In. ·the following year there was a

population l .arge enough to support three hotels: the Volcano, the National. and the Philadelphia House.

The popu-

lation was greatly increased by the construction of a wagon
road through Volcano and across the Sierra to Carson Valley

in 1852.

It was the first town in California reached by

t~e

immigrants coming overland and many of them stopped to· mine
and try their luck. 2
By the year 1853, g.old had been found in the surrounding hil'ls and. flats, such as Unio.n Flat and F...ahala Flat.

1

Ibid., p. 204.
~ittell, .Q.I?.• ~·, p. 1·1 3.
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Also the Ja·ckson Ditch Company \vas organized and soon after
the Volcano Company.

The water :from Sutter Creek was

brought into the hills and flats, .and. ground-sluicing began.

It was found that great masses o:f grav-el could be

moved in this manner.

This hydraulic mining brought a

revival to· Volcano, as many of the surface diggings were
giving out, and gold production jumped.
was short-lived.

But the revival

Sluicing from the hydraulic mines crept

down on the town, spoiling the .gardens and streets.
By 1855 Volcano had reached its peak with a population
of five thousand and boasted of a population larger than
Jackson~

Jackson, however, had been able to win the county

seat ele.c tion .by a few votes wh en Amador County had been
formed in 1854.

By the middle 'sixties, however, the mines

were being worked out, and the place was on its way to becoming- a ghos·t town. but .ninety million dollars in go.ld bad
been taken out of Volcano during the short span of mining
acti vi ty. 1
Volcano seemed to be more refined than many of the
other mining camps.

.It had a social set, engaged in

cultural improvements, and could boast of a library association which met weekly to discuss political, social and
scientific questions..

One of the learned men of the town

was Professor Horn, who composed a very erQdite treatise

~-- · - -
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called "An Examination into the Laws of Nature," which
achieved world-wide popu1arity.l

In 1654 occurred the ha·nging of a notorious bully from
.Arkansas who had stabbed a miner named !.:cAl lister to death
while the .latter was defending hi s fourteen-year-old

daughter.

The rope b.rok.e twice before the

ha~in~

v:as

successful. ·· A coroner's Jury met the next day but could
find ·no witnesses.

death."

They rendered a verdict of "accidental

This execution c.onvinc·e d many of the evil-doers

that some .other town would be oore healthful.

It ?1as not

the lynchi'ng that worried them but the f .s. ct that the body
had been disposed

o~

piecemeal among the ga mbling Joints

of the town.2

Jackson, the present county seat of Amador County,
was of no importance in 1848.

It was known at first as

Botilleas (Bottle Spring) because of the pile of bottles
that had collect.ed .around the spring.

Travelers found th.is

a good stopping and camping place on the road from Sacramento to th.e !.:okelurone River mines.

It obtained its pre-

sent name from Golone.l Alden Jackson, the .founder of Jacksonville in Tuolumne County, wno camped there.

fame came as a

1
2

3

~!'falsh,

.,£l•

sta~e

.£!.!•,

stop f or teamsters hauling

p. 108.

Ibid., p. 109.

Jackson, ~·

ill•,

Z·

P• 365.

Its first
frei~bt
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be-t ween northern valley towns and the
Louis

l~okelumne

Tellier was t ·he first whit-e resident.

log cabin covered with rawhides.

River.

He built a

The mining in the

i~

mediate vicinity. of the town was not rich, but being the
logical center for a large mining area and

a

convenient

stopping place, the town grew and prospered, and by 1850
became suf'fioient.ly important to feel that it was ·ti.1e

~oat

suitable place for th.e county seat, although the state
legislature had selected Double Springs as the location of
the county government.

Without any pretense at legality

the records were kidnapped from Double Sprin~s and removed

to Jackson, where they remained until an election in 1852
changed the county seat to I.:okelwnne Hill.

The Jaoks-onites

felt this justifiable on the basis that D~uble Springs had
only one house, which. served as c:ourthouse, hotel, and
saloon, while in the spring of 1850, Jackson had three log
houses and seven tents, and by August had s-even buildings.
~..

rr

h1

The first white women arrived at this time, a .:.rs • .!'J.oug
and her siste·r.

In the fall there was a great immigration,

and by December there were one hundred buildings.
The placer mining in the gulches axound Jackson was
good but not as rich as at 1:ok-elumne Hill

and it was not

until the discovery of quartz mining in the middle 'fifties
that Jackson was assured of a prosperity that was to con1

l:ason, ~· ~·, l'• 167.

r

I

I

6Z
tinue long after other camps had died.

1'he Argonaut

quartz mine was discovered in the 'fifties and had produced $17,391.409 up

to

1930.

The Argonaut and Kennedy

,· :

(discovered before 1870) are among the dee_pest in the

," ..
)

world. 1

.~~

Jackson had little wat.er until it was brought in from

;

·~

!'

;

Jackson ureek·.

In 1655 the ditch of the Jackson

~ .· a ter

Com-

pany tapping the :.: okelumne .l{iver twenty miles above town

~
li

, I

\

·)

· ·i
. ;1

was constructed and Jackson was assured of' an adequate s-up-

ply.

Sutter Creek acquired its name

~rom

the fact that

John Sutter and his men cut timber there in 18·46.

.Sutter

also -mined there in 1848, but was not successful and soon

went back to his farms.

In 1849 a man named Jackson had a

store in a tent here, and Wheeler, Goodrich, and !:oulton

brought in a _1ong-tom from Sacramento and worked the
area. 2
It was not until 1851, when quartz-bearing gold was
found, that the camp became active.

The Union mine, re-

named the Lincoln in the late 'fifties, was discovered in
18til and was the leading producer.

first set up there.

lts stamp mill was tae

In the 'fifties, Leland Stanford, who

had a grocery store in Sacramento, was a stockholder in the

l

Reusah and Hoover, ~· cit., p. 19.

2

!':a son, £E.. cit. •· p. 218.

i

L _. . _.

i
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Lincoln.

When 1 t began to lose money, he came up to sel.l

out for five thousand dollars, but another

stockholder~

I .

R. C. Do·w ns, persuaded him ·n ot to sell.

Within a y.ear the

vein was found again, richer than anyone believed.

~400,000. 1

ford later sold -his interest for
fro~

Stan-

The returns

this mine helped finance the Central Pacific Railroad.
In 18B2 there were three mines on the south side of

Sutter Creek--the Wolverine, Eureka, and Badger.
Hayward owned most of the

Ba~ger.

~lvinza

He combined it with the

:

.

Eureka, and by 1857 they were yielding ~- 68,000 a month. 2

'i

I

j

l:ining ·b egan at Amador City, three miles. north- of
I

I

I

I

Sutter

Creek~

in 1848, but the placers were not rich.

lt

was not a mining center of any importanc-e until a preacher
named Davidson discovered gold in quartz on the south side
of Amador Creek_, in February, 1851. 3

with him Glover, Herbert, and

:r.

There were associated

Y. Coal, al_l ministers of

the gospel; the claim VIas knov:n as "l:iniste.rs' Claim_" and
the gulch as "tiinisters' Gulch."

Later the vein was found

on the north side of the creek and became known as the -"Original Amador i.:.ine."

The present Keystone mine is a r-e-sult

of the consolidation o~ the Original Amador with the Spring
Hill, Granite State, and Walnut Hill mines in 185?.

1

;

'

'l

:'
. i

4

Jackson, £2• £!!., P• Z74.
~:aeon, £_£• cit., p"' 218.
ZThis was the same man Who had held the ~irst religious
services in Volcano.

4Reusoh and Hoover, £E· cit., :P• 19.

I
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By 1854, Affiador City had a larg er porulation than
Sutter Creek.
Clliaago,

:Fro·.L.inent

mine~

·nere the Glover nea.r 1·ew

the Black 3:111, the J.eaton, an.d

~~uartz

: :ountain.

A short distance from amador City is Dryto•Nn,

gol.d ?:as first discovered in Ca.le.veras County.

1

.

! •

.

•Nhere

In the

spring of 1848, a mixed .population wa s workine in its

ravines and gulches.

The

p~nning

w.as rich, an.d a hundred

dollars-a-day yield was the usual returns.
DrJtow.n was· not named because of any tendency towards
At the peak of its career the c::. m.p could. boas.t

temperance.
!

I

of sir stores and twenty-six saloons and the usual
o~ ga~bling

I
J

I

I

II

I
J

halls.

pictures cue names,
Gulc~,

nu~ber

It was surrounded by digP,ings with
such as· Rat tles·nal~e 0ulch, :·:urderer• s

Forest Home, Arkansas Creek,

~illow

3prings, Yankee

Hill, For~ Johns, Lower Rancheria, Deep Gulch, Slate ~ulch,

ani F.:orse Greek.
There were rr..any camps along the :~okelumne River, but

Lancha Plana (flat boat) became in the 'fifties one of the
most import£nt.

It was overshadowed. in 1548-49 by roverty

i

3ar on the south -s i j,e of the r1 ver.

.Its

c.~'1i·e f

im;·o1·tance

at. that time wa.:.; a m.oorin,Q," ..Pl&ce for the f€rr'J boat t i1e.t

I

I

I

ca rried passengers to loverty Bar.

It wa& first called

"Discovery Di g~ings, "2 but the p 1 acer mining was no t
1

':1alsn, .£E.. cit., p • 10 6 ; Jacks o .n., E_E. cit • , p • 2 7 2 •
2 :ialsh, op. cit., p. 101.
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It reached its he.ight of prosperity after 1856,. when hill
and bluff mining were better than river miningw

The mines

scattered along the river at Winter's Bar, Poverty Bar,
Oregon Bar, Put's Bar, Camp Opra, Copper Center, and Townerville made Lancha. Flana a trading crenter as. well as a place

of carousal and marzymaking.
camps of the county.
~urieta,

It became one of the tough

It was a favorite hang-out for Joaouin

Sam Brown (who committed more murders on this coast

than any other

per~on),

Sam l:arshall, a tough gang from

Steubenville, Ohio, and other criminals.l
.In 1850, an effort was made to expel the Mexican popu-

lation,

but~

as it was opposed

by General Stedman and others

in the community with cooler heads, as unfair, the movement
:failed.
The town of tents and brush shanties was burned in
1852, but wnen Fat~er Foretnick visited the camp in 1854,

ther.e were three thousand voters in the camp, v:i th another
Ch 1namen,
.
·
2
.
s i x h un d re d I n d 1ans,
an d ~..~,exlcans.

pal streets were Wall and Broadway.

The princi-

It had a newspaper

ea·lled the .Amador Despatch, ran. by Heckendorne and I 'cyne.
During an election campaign a. parade was held that reached

to Comanche. three miles away.

Leland Stenford closed his

campaign for go·vez·nor of the State with a rally in Lancha
1

r:ason,

~· ~·, :P•

2 ·n
h OP• _cit .. ,
••a 1 s,

-n
r•

194-.
101 •
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I

Ilana in 18.61. 1
:Poverty Bar,

'

just across th·e river from. Lancha :Plana.,

was one of the big camps on the river until destroyed by
!ire in

Septembe~

1859.

The river mining in the bars was

worked out at about the same time and the town never regain-ed its previous glory.

Independent

J

j

!

i

I

According to the San Andreas

1£! September 18, 1858, the town

had seven provi.sion stores·, a bakery,
three hotels, three billiard saloons,
two barber shops, and two dry goods
stores well stocked with everyti1ing
.f'rom baby stockings· to stogy boots.
Trott and Cunningham have just finished

their large livery stable and are prepared to furnish the public with any kind
of a :turn-cut they wish--a gentle pony or
a pair of "two-fortysn, before a splendid C-oncord buggy.

..

.'

·I

·I
"

l~

~~

t

:~

Besides these there were two express offices, nine

rwn shops, four rondo saloons., and many fandan.(;"o houses.

I
I

On the night of !:arch 8, 1858, the Robinson l4'arn11y
performe.d at Treadway' s· Hall in ro·verty Jar, and the crowd
was so great that the main stringer supporting jois.t broke,
creating great alarm.

l:r. '£ readway assured the c.rowd that

1·:r they would remain quiet the stringer would be secured
and the show would go on.

2

Later. floods of the I.:okolumne River washed away much
o~ the land on which the town was located, and its inhabi-

]

l

,,I,

:!

1Oakland Tribune, January ~1, 1943.
2san Andrea.;! .!,ndependent, I.!a.rch 20, 1858.
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tants moved to

Comanche~

Campo Seoo, or Dry Diggings, was settled by

~ : exicans

in 1849, . who were working the rich :place·rs of Oregon Gulch,

which ·f lows thrOUF",h the town.

It was the· most cosmopoli-

tan of all the minin-7,· camps, containing , accordin e to uno·ffioial. reports, a population of forty different nation-

alities.

Before being destroyed by fire in 1854., 1 t

boasted some "three thousand inhabitants, with a bank,

l

three hotels, many saloons, and a breVlery."

The town was rebuilt., and the placer mining was good

/
I

/

1

until in the late ., :fifties.

Just as the placers were play-

ing out, two ~exicans discovered the copper lead that led

to prosperity in the 'sixties.

In less than thirty minutes,

in September, 1859, the business section was destroyed

again ·by

~ire.

The town was rebuilt and became a copper

producing cent·er in th·e 'sixties.

A writer to the Calaveras Chronicle in 1862 states
that about all the placer mining t hat was being done around
Campo

Seco was by a horde o~ Chinese ,. but the copper leads

looked hopeful, and Campo Seco might be revived to its
.,
.ormer
g"1 ory. 2

Although Copperopolis: is not one of the· early- mining
campa, it did become a flourishing mining town in the early
'sixties and should be considered.
1

Copper was discovered

Walsh, op• cit., P• 102.
2calaveras Chronicle, {l~okelumne Hill), June 14, 1862.

1

=i

r

I

i

I

09

here in 1860. 1

'i

I

I

i
1

The Union Keys tone lode was dis covcr·ed

by ~~. K. Reed in ..July, 1661-.. 2

.j

In the :folloriing years, ereat

quantiti-es of coppe1· vrere hauled.

b~r

.I

ox-cart and ::ule teams

over private toll road to Stockton, wher·e it wa.s shipped
to !'iales for reduction.

:l

1:ine1•s wer·e im_ported fror.1 Corn-

v:all, England, to •rork in the mines.

.Duri11.g the Civil

~iar

In 1663-64,

years the to7m. reached its :peak.

'. I!

_: J

~1,600,000

.i
'i

,
I

.. ·1

ii

?

I' '

worth o:f ore was shipped through Stockton.""'

I

Ry 1864, the principal vein in the "C'nion cine developed
to a v.ddth of forty i'eet of solid sulphu1·et ore of 15 to 2.0

percent :purl ty, at a depth oi'

t:~·o

twenty thousand tons of

hi ~~

I

·i

Jj

hundred. end fif't;r feet,

thus giving the mine a world-wide celebrity.

at two million dollars in 1865. 4

'

It

w~ s

valued

The Ames ::ine p:L·oduced

graie ore.

5

At one time the

town had a po~ulation in excess of ten thcus~nd, and boasted
a newspaper (the Courier), three schools, two churches,
6
f'our hotels, and many s -tores and workshops.
In Aurrust,
1667, fire destroyed the town, as it had so oany ~f the

other mining towns.

1
2

:; ;alsh, £E.·

£.!!•,

p. 114.

..
Biof!ra uhi cal History o:f_ Gent :ral Cal~_f_E.!:_ni a Counties., .P• 1 o .....
~

ZHubert E. :Bancroft, Zistorv of California, VI, 51Z •
4

3io~rat>bical History of Central California Counties,

51"'.\Tnos t +.. owns •
6H1stori.cal Landmark Commission, Calaveras :E'rosnect •
(3an Andreas), Septeffib er 21, 19Z7.

P• 165.
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Congre·ss, being harassed by the bitter disagreements
ove.r the extension of slavery to the territories, had been
unable to provide .for any form of civil government for
Californ·i a by 1849..

Consequently. the military government

and the remnants of the I1:exio-an system ·of government were
oompletely inadequate to oope with the _pro ble·ms of govern-

ment oreated by the great rush of emigran~s in 1849.

Local

groups and California newspapers. tiring of the delay of
Congress, were demanding that a government be formed with-

out the consent of Cungress, if necessary.

7~en General

Bennet Riley. arrived in California as r.:ili tary Governor,.
he had instructions from :President Taylor to orga·nize a
territorial government.

lie issued

a proolamation on

June Z, 1849, calling for an ele-ction to be he·ld on

I

I

·August 1, 1849, f .or the purpose of choosing ·d elegates. to

the General Convent ion to meet at l.:onterey on September 1,
and also of electing several local officials.

Four dele-

gates were to be chosen by the San Joaquin .Distriot.
Calaveras was in the District of San Joaquin, one of
I

the ten districts into which the state was to be divided.
The following eleven p.recinc·ts were establisiled in the
district:

Tuo1umne River (lower diggings), Sullivan's

Diggings, Tuolumne River, River l:ercedes, So norian Camp,

I

1l
.4
ll
~i

'I

.,I
.!

1

- ·· ~
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J

i
I

Stockton, Jamestown, l:oquelomous, Angels·, Curtisville, and

I
i

Jacksonville.

i

G-reek), and ;.:o quelomous (J..:okelumne) were. the only preo inct s

I

!

I

.Apparently linge.ls, Curt.isville (on Ange-ls

in what is .now Calaveras County..

I

from thi.s district:

f

J.

!:.

Six delegates were chosen

Hollingswo.rth,

o. ;:.

Wogencraft.,

J

I

Thomas L. Vermeule, Benjamin S. Lippincott, 3. F ..

I

I
I

and J.

r::.

Jones.

age, and none

o~

~:oore,

They were a ·ll under thirty-five years of
them listed his home as the mining camps,

be.ing either from Stockton or San Francisco.

!\one of' tbem

had been in the s·tate more than three and a half' years, and
two had been here for only four months. 1
The convention of forty-eight delegat-es met in Sep-

tember and wrote a Constitutio·n which was submitted to the
people in an election he-ld r.:ove·mber lZ, 1849·.
again ten districts.

There ·were

The San Joaquin District was all of

the countzy south of the

Consu~es

the coast range and the Sierras.

River, lying betwe£n

There were thirty-three

precincts in the district, and the following precincts
·were in Calaveras County or region:

Angels Camp, thirty-

eight votes; Calaveras Camp (on Calaveras River) twenty

votes; Carson • s Creek, twenty-nine votes; Dry C·r.eek,
1

J~ Ross Browne, Debates in the Convention of California,
-APpendix.

'·

r -__,___ ,__ .....
I

i
I
I

I
I
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(Drytown), ninety-three votes; l:cLane's Crossing (also I~c
Lean1s Crossing--one of the ferries on the ~tanislaus),
.,
'!

thirty-five votes; Uokelumne Hill, ninety-five votes; : ~oke

lumne Lower Bar., one hundred :five votes; Oregon Bar ( on

lower J:okelumne River near !.addle Bar), fifty·- three votes;
Scollan 1. s Cam11 (on the C-alaveras River near San Andreas) •
fifteen votes; Stou ten berg {l.:urphys Digg ings), Fifty-four

votes;. Taylor's Ferry (the second cr·ossing of the Calaveras

on the road to Stockton), one hundred t wenty votes; Voloano,
forty-five votes·; and Buena Vista (Just north of Lancha
Plana on the road to Jackson), twenty votes.

The total

vote in the Calaveras region was -seven hundred ninety, but
it was a day of store and rain and a great many didn., t vote.

The Constitution was adopted with very little opposition, both in the district and tile state.

J. W. Geary

led ~or governor in the San Joaquin District, although

Peter Burnett was elected by the state.

John !:cDouge.l was

chosen Lieutenant Governor by the state. but the district
voted in favor of' Richard Roman .of !.:okelumne Hill.

Edward

Gilbert and George Wrigilt were elected. representa.t i ves to

Congres:s, and s .i x teen State Senators and thirty-six menbers
of the Assembly "'ere also elected.

lowen

c.

Coy Birth of a State, unpublished manuscript.
s·a n joaqu~n 'DTstrict, 240Z votes were cast :for
the Constitution, and 1Z7 were opposed to it. In the
In the

state 12,875 votes were cast for Constitution, and 811

opposed.

1
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I
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-The St-at.e Legislature met in San Jose during the m"iddle
of December, 1849, and one of the first and most important
duties was the setting up of county boundaries and the providing for local government.

A committee, with General

Vallejo as Chairman, was given the task of
county boundaries.

drawin~

the

The bulk of the work was left up to

General Vallejo, who was a-n authority on geography, population, and the nomenclature of the region.
presented its report on January 4th.

The committee

<

No counties were

formed in the mining district because of the transitory
population, although the largest part of the population was
located here in 1850. 1 Only eighte-en counties were planned.
However, the legislat.u re ma·d e a number of chan~es and addi-

, I

tions, and the bill as signed by the governor organized
t•Nenty-seven counties, with the mining counties of Cala-

veras, El Dorado, Tuolumne, and !.:ariposa 2 included.

The

county seat for Calaveras County was first set at Fleasant
Valley, on the old river road one and a half ~iles west of
i

.Tenny Lind, ·by the act · of February 18-, 1850, but the county

i

1
According to the S-eventh Census, 1850, Calaveras County
was liate~ second in population in the State, with 16,802~
ElDorado had 20,057; there were no returns for San Francisco. The total for the state was 92,597.
~

•JGwen

c.

~

Coy, California County Boundaries, PP• 1-v
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I

!

government was never established there. 1

I

acts changed the c-ounty

,1

I
i

Counties.

l

seat~ in

Two amendatory

both Calaveras and Tuolumne

h
I.

,··

Double Springs was designated as the county seat

in Calaveras, and the first county government was organizeQ

.1

J

I
J

)

I
j

there.
As originally created, the county was nearly four
times. ·its present size.

Du.ring the first two years, three

acts were passed in an effort to define the boundaries; the
last, passed in 1851, gives the clearest definition of the
boundary lines as original-ly intended.

j

It reads:

Beginning at the corner of Sacramento and
San. Joaq"-lin Counties; thence up the mid.d le
of Dry Creek to its source; then.c e following
the summit of the dividing ridge between the
t:oquelumne and Consumnes Rivers; thence due
east to the stat~ boundary line; thence in a
southeasterly direction along the boundary
line of the state to the parallel of thirtyeight degrees of north latitude; thence due
west to the sur.unit of the Sierra I:evada;
thence in a westerly direction alon~ said
su.r.uni t to the north fork of the Stani.s laus
River to a point one mile north of Knight's
Ferry; thence along the eastern boundary
the San Joaquin to the place of beginning. _· ·

I

I
I

J

J

o2

The first

of~icers

of the county were William Fowle

Smith, County Judge; John

Hanson~

Sheriff; Colonel Lewis

Collyer, County Clerk; A. B. J,:udge, Treasurer; and H. A.
1

Reusch and Hoover, ~· cit., p. 41.
Judge J. A. Smith, in doing research t ·o get material for
a bronze m~rker ~o be erected at~Double Springs, came
ac-ross a deed wh~ .ch stated that £leasant va-lley and
Double Springs were the same place. Judge Smith is convinced this is the case.
2

L · -- ·-

Coy, County Boundaries, p. 80.
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Carter~ ~rosecuting Attorney.l
The records as to the character of the first officers
are c-ontradictory.

Fowle Smith was an east-ern_ man, and

some said he was a miserable conaentration of m-eanness.
Others said he was honest and would not approve the peccadillos of Collyer.
man but reckless.

Colonel Collyer was said to be a geni.al
He had the unconventional habit of

He

pocketing all fees received in his official capacity.

is said to have natura1ized sixty foreigners in one day,

charging them -one ounce e-ach, all of \'m i_ch he applied to
his own account.

:r:udge, the treasurer, put all the money

received. into his- own pocket and dec-a mped when 1 t became
too heavy to

car~J

around.

John Hanson, the sheriff,

apparently carried out his duties satisfactorily, and the

same may be said of Carter, the prosecuting attorney.

2

There was only one building- in Double Springs in

1850,~ and it served as Court House, saloon, store, and
hotel.

The courts were held in a tent eight by ten feet

wide, imported from China.

The first Grand Jury held its

session under a big oak tree.

Both Jackson and : ~okelumne

cc~ities,

and felt they should be the

Hill were larger

location of the county seat.

1

r:ason,

2

op-o

c.i

t., p. 66.

Ibid.
3 The name comes from the fact there were two springs. It
was a stopping :plc.ce on the road from Stockton to !.:okelumne

Hill.
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j

According to the laws :passed b:.r the legislature of

1649-50, whenever a majority of the voters of any county

"

'

petitioneQ for an election to fix the county seat, the
county Judge might order an election on thirty days'
notice.

On January 8, 1851, Judge Fowle Smith, having

b-een petitioned to change the county seat, o.rdered an
election to be held on February 22, 1851, for the purpose
of selecting a permanent location for the seat of justice
~or the County of Calaveras. 1 The clerk-, Colonel Collyer,
counted the votes and declared that I,:okelumne H!Il had
been the victor in the election.
boy-s from Jackson could tolerat.e.

This was more than the
They claime.d the elec-

tion ·was a farce and made p'lans to capture the county seat
and take the arch! ves to Jackson.

I.:ason, in his History

£!

Amador County, says that Charles Boynton probably planned

·.!

the scheme.

At any rate, he and Theo J:udge went to Double

Springs and invited all in the county s.eat to a. round of
1 J. A. Smith, "Early Calaveras History," Cal-averas ~;eekly,

(I:okeluone Rill), July 7, .1944. :Precincts were e.s ta blished at Hick's Ranch, The Gat, The Butte, Volcano,
Grass Valley, Jackson Creek, Sutter Creek, amador Creek,
Rancheria Creek D~r Creek, Fiddle Town, l! e?: York Store,
Ft. St. John, O; X-eil's 3ar, San Antonio, Turnerville,
Winter's Bar, Angels Ca~p, Carson Creek, Calaveras .
River_, Douglas Flat, !:urphys Yew Diggings,- ::r:okelumne
1:111, Buck Zye Store_, ::iddle 3ar, Double Springs, Lattimer's Store, John's and P~ndolph's Store, Swift and
Co. French Camn Swesey' s, J. G. Dudley·• s Store, John
Smith's, Store# ~f Angier's, flillow -~ar, Rich Gulch, Big Bar,
Hughes Camp, -anO. 1:ur.ray' s Upper Ranch.

::ason, _O~· £.!!_. _, p. 67.--In this - election there were 1760
Democra~c votes and 1207 ~~ig votes.

I
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I
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I

drinks.

I

fond of liquor and imbibed h _e artily with the group.

I

li

I

Colone-l Collyer, c-u stodian of the archives, was
In

I

' ,,
I~ ~
11

the meantime, P. E. Walden and Frederick Gall moved the

I

archives out· and took them to Jackson, where a shake shanty
had been prepared for them at the foot of Court Street.
The Colonel was in a rage when he learned that the county
seat had vanish-ed, and he swore the army v:ould be called
out if necessary.

Judge Smith, however, seemed to be un-

disturbed and was on hand in Jackson ready to adminster
justic.e.

A subsequ.e nt count of the ballots by Judge Smith

found _Jackson to be th-e winner of the election, and he
wa-s openly charged with fraud and suspected of having con-

spired in the abduction of the archives.

Colonel Collyer

v:a.s later persuaded t -o come to Jackson and issue papers

for the convening of court, and the county seat remained
there until 1852, when it was transferred to ~-okelu~ne
E:ill.

l

i

The last term o~ the Court of Sessions held at Double
Springs was o~ June 1~. 1851.

I.

The minutes state that

In consecuence of the absence of Judge

w.

F. Smith and the Sheriff or his
deputy, the court was adJourned without d.ay.
The next session of the court was held at Jackson beginning

on J:onday • .August 4, 18-5 1.

During this term the Gr~md Jury

returned an indictment against I. E. \\'"alden and Frederick

1

rason, E..E·

~ ·,

:P• 1-6 8 •

j:

!.

-J _-

r-- ---

]
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Gall for the crime of feloniously

stealin~

the records of

the District Court, on July 1, 1851, which were legally and
lawfully in the custody of the county clerk.
At the October 6, 1851, Court of Sessions, the following entry was made:
Case of the ~eople vs. Fre~erick Gall and P. E.
Walden. Nolle Prosequi (no further prosecution),
was en:tered by the District Attorney, i~lonzo
l'latt.
The Court of Se-ssions, referred to above,

perforr.:~ed

the duties of the Boards of Supervisors until in the middle
'fifties.

Section 8 of article 6 of the 1849 Constitution

for the State provided:
There shall be elected in each of the or~anized
counties of the State one County Judge, who
shall. hold his office for four years.
The- County Judge with ty;o Justices of t:u:
Pea.c e to be designated accordinP' to law, shall
hold Cou_rts of -Session with such cri r.inal jurisdiction as the Legislature shall prescribe, and
he shall perform such other dutie.s as shall be
required by -lav,r.
The two associate justices of the Court of Sessions were
chosen by the justices of the :peac-e of the county and
elected by ballot ~rom their own members.
The Legislature in 1851 empov;ered the Court of Sessions
to divide the county into tovmships, not exceeding twelve,
and provided that two justices of the peace be elected f'roc
' ·;

each township.
1 J ~ A. Smith_, Calaveras Weekly,
1:ay 28, 1943.
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The first term of' the Court of' Sessions for Calaveras
County was he1d at Double Springs on June 10, 1850.
bers prese-nt wer·e

~l"illiam

?owle .Smith, County Judge, and

George H. i"lya.tt, of J.:urphys, and.

ciate justices.

rench :for a

f'er1~

!:er.t-

~lillie.m

I·he petition of 'i'lilliam

L. Dudley, asso~:artin

and

l~•

L.

across the :.:okelumne River B:t ::idd..le Bar

was heard and granted.

The court ordered a poll tax of

five dollars levied on every male in..'labi t ·ant in the county

between twenty-one and fifty, -and also levied a tax of fifty
cents on each hundred dollars of taxable property. 1
Soon after the removal of the county seat to Jackson,
an election for county officers was held, Joe Douglas,

candidate for clerkship against Colonel Collyer, received
the larger number of votes, 2 but Collyer locked up the

votes and wo~J.ld not certify the election.

Judge Smith

broke open his desk, counted the returns, and i-ssued a
certificate of election to Douglas~
to shoot J'udge Smith on sight.

Collyer made threats

The letter E.rmed hirr:.self

and -v ile-n he met Collyer .on the street shot him.

Collyer

was not armed. but because of his thrEat, Smith was not
tried for ho~icide.
returned a verdic-t

at the coroner's

inque~t,

the jury

of justifiable homicide. rublic indig-;

1

Judge J. A. Smith's Scrapbook.
2Friends of Joe Douglas in Volcano voted a rancheria of
Indians, 1:ason, ..2,2• .£!!•, P• 205.
-

':.i
.
tJ .·
~ ·.
\

eo
nation was so strang, however, that he resigned.

Smith was·
I

a northern man and C-ollyer a southerner, and ; eople took
sides aacordingly.

iIi
. I

. I

Smith later became a minister in an

II

eastern state.l
By 1852, ::okelumne Hill had become a much larger
town than Jackson,

an~

so the citizens of that town in-

sisted on an election being held to determine the
-s-e&t.

co~nty

The Jacksoni tes were always resourceful, and planned

a big bull fight on election day in order to get a big
crowd into town to outvote !.:okelumne Hill.

·\ ,'hen the. boys

f'rol!l l:okelumne Hill heard of the plans, they sent over
several light-rooted representatives vmo overpowered the
guards and released th_e bulls the nir,ht before the election.
In the meantime, they .had gathered a large nuober of horses,

I
j
j

I
J

~-

'

i

and all day bands of men from !:okelumne Hill rode furiously

l

' !

all over the co"C..nty, voting in every precinct.

no registrati-on laws.

I'here were

''

An enormous vote was cast, out of

all proportion to the populatio.n, but T:okelurr.ne Hill be-

:!'

carr;e the county seat, and s -o remained. until the county seat

was moved to San Andreas in 1866,

2

I
I

where it is still lo-

cated.

The Jackson politicians - were very
plans for a division of the county.

1

l~son, ~· ~~.

2

ua~appy and so made

They claimed that all

p. 168.
't

Ibid., p ... 169.

I
i

;ll_
~.-
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the county offices were filled by men from the south side
of

the J.7okelumne River.

They claimed also that the- taxe-s

w-ere being wasted at J:okelumne Hill, and t:'lat no money
reaching the state treasury.
ficial on

business~

was·

If you wanted to see an of-

it was claimed, you must look in one of

the half-dozen dance· houses, where you would find the official wasting county funds on loose women..

Therefore·, in

the legi-slative session of 185Z-54, a bill was introduced
by E.

D.

Sawyerl to divide Calaveras and form a new county

to be called

~ashington

County.

It was rushed through the

legislature to prevent opposition from r.:okelumne Hill. 2
The legislature passed the act calling for the ·vote of the
people on the question of division, and the date of the
election was set for June 17, 1854.

In the election, a

small ma.jori ty favored the division of the county...

The

people in the southern part of the county voted against
r.:okelumne Hill, whi.ch was opposed to the division, because
th~y

hoped the county seat might be moved to a more central

location

in San Andreas or

Angels~

Despite charges of
r;

tampering with the ballots., the commissfoners chosen ... to
1 senator .f'rom Calaveras County; the other was Charles Leake.
2
A delegation from :;.:okelul!lD.e Hill arrived at the ca:pi tol to
oppose the measure·t but were · gotten drunk ·oy· the Jackson

representatives, and the measure was :passed before they
were sober. The bill was read three times and passed in
one day.
Zcommissioners were E. ~. Gemnill, A. G. Sneath, Alexander
Boileau, and Alonzo Elatt.

L_

r
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organi·z e· the county met and set July 17, 18-54, as the date
for the election of officers nnd the select·ion of the
county seat.

::
•!
I·

In that election, Jackson won the county

seat by a close margin .o f 1002 votes to 927 for .Volcano. 1
'

''

The measure creating the county provided that the

I

;

I

name should be Amador, after one of the Spanish pioneers,
. A ma dor. 2
J ose J~·•• arla

!I

The boundarJ betv;e-en Amador and Ca.la-

I

i

veras was to be a line in the oidU.le of the ::okelumne
River up the channel of the North Fork to 1 ts source an·d
due east to ·the eastern boundary of the state.

The northern

boundary of Amador was the same as the previous northern
boundary of Calaveras but was changed in 1855 to the Consuii'.ne.s Rivert thus giving e strip of' El Dorado County to
Amador C:ounty.

In 1864, men Alpine County was created_,

one-third of Amador's territory was given to Alpine--all
the region east of the Sierra divide.
!

After the political division o! the counties was completed,. there was still the matter of
debtedness of the county.

dividin~

j
;'

the in-

On April 27, 1855, the 3tate

Legislature appointed Henry ::. Sturgis and -~lex I::. :utney

.,
1.

l ..

!
on behalf of Calaveras County and James F. Hubbard and
Samuel Davis on behalf of Amador County, Commissioners to
1

::ason, op. cit.t p. · 77 ...
2Amador mine~h.e region in 1848.
~· cit., P• 8.

.Reusch and

~:cover,

rr

~ --------··

"I
1.
j;

·I

~'

8Z
ascertain the indebtedness of Calaveras Uounty at the time
of the organization of Amador County, and to determine the
amount of indebtedness to be paid by
veras

~ador ~ounty

to Cala-

County~

The Comflissioners· met at ::okelumne

~{ill

and made their

li

r!
·I

II

!
I

!:

II
j,
I

I

'

i

report on July 24, 185:3, in which they ascertained that the
indebtedness of Calaveras County was

~ 68,018.00.

~hey

I

found

the portion chargeable to Amador vounty was C26,517.Z2 •
.A. B. Laforge, C·ounty Treasurer, made a demand upon James

C. Shipman, .Auditor of the County- of Amador, for a warrant
for the amount decided upon by the Commissioners.

Shipman

refused to draw th-e warrant, and the .Board of Supervisors
authorized William Higby, District Attorney of Calaveras
County, to file a pet 1t ion f ·o r a wr 1t o:f mandamus against
the Auditor for the sum of

~ 26,517.32.

Judgment was rendered by the District Court of the
Fifth Judicial District against ·the Auditor in February,
1856.

L

I,I
Il
i

He appealed the case to the Supreme Court, and that

body affirmed the District Court's jud5ment.

The Auditor

then drew· the warrant on the County .T I·easurer, William L.
rcKin, viho refused to pay because o:f lack. of funds.

Finally.

on Septenfber 11, 1857, in consideration of the sum of
~30,641.14

paid into the County Treasury of Calaveras

County by \filliam Beals, the county treasurer assigned the
warrant to him with ·f ull power to co1lec·t it.

William

. i

I

~-

l
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Rigby, the former

Distri~t

Attorney who commenced the suit,

claimed he should receive 10 percent of all the money col-

,,
I '

lected by the county.
recover anything.

The county denied. he was entitled to

Therefore, in :.: ay, 1860, h:e began action

against the county in the District Co.u .rt.

A verdicrt. was

rendered in Higby's favor for the sum of t 2651.7Z.

The

case was appealed to the Supreme Court, but the judgment
of the District Court was affirmed.
T~1ere·f·ore· ,

after six years of court action and dis-

agreement, Calaveras County and Amador County were separate political units and free of any entangling res ponsibilities.

Jackson had achieved. her am"bi tion of becoming

a county seat without the rivalry o:f

!~okelumne

Hill, al-

;
).

,.
~t

;
I

! .

though for a few years yet Volcano was to threaten her
position as leader of the new coun.ty.
not so fortunate.

~.:okelumne Hili was

'.

r

I

.!

'

I,

;I
.!

Her position was soon to be challenged

by the fast-growing and more favorably located San Andreas.
Calaveras County's boundary was slightly changed in

..
I

1956, when a small strip on its southern line was given to

Fresno County v.hen that county was created.

In 1861,

~ :ono

County was created, and all the territo~ east of the
Sierras belonging to Calaveras was ad~ed to that ~ounty.

.

The last division of Calaveras came in 1864, when Alpine

: :

County was created. from the te.rritory of El Dorado, Amador,
Calaveras, and Tuolumne east oi the Sierras and a part of

L_-.

-~

.

; i

r
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!:ono.

I
j

Silver

minin~

had brought an influx of residents to

the Alpine region, and. S11 ver 1:ountain was a thriving oamp.
It was made the eoun ty seat, but by 18 '7 5 the

minin :-~

was be-

l
l

times Calaveras County· was reduced in size until its present

l

area, bounded by the ;:okelumne and Stanislaus Rivers, is

f

only one-fourth its orieinal size.

ing depleted, and. l:arkleeville became the county seat. Four

By 1863, San Andreas hai

gro~n

in size and importance

until the citizens of that comnunity felt the coanty seat
should be looated. there.

I:okelU!'"..ne :-rill vras on the extreme

northern boundary of the county
centrally located.
the legislature

~n

~~ile

San Andreas was more

Therefore, a measure was _put throuen
April 8, 1863, to submit to the quali-

fied. voters the question of the removal of the county seat
of Calaveras County from-

~:okelumne

Hill to San Andreas.

The election was to be held on i:ay 25, 186Z.

The act

1:,I

further provided that if San Andreas received the majority,
the Board of Supervisors,
'

~Qthin

a period of six months,

I

should make necessary provisions for remova.l of all mov-

l

able property of the county to San Andreas, and the Board

l

I"

r1
I

1;

J

[

j

should secure suitable buildings and offices in which to
transact the business of the county.

After six months,

all officers required by law to reside at the county seat
should reside and keep office at San Andreas.

The citizens

of San Andreas, however, were required to c.ontribute the
sum

'-·-

o~

£ifteen thousand dollars in gold or silver ooin,

~

.

r----- ·-·
I
I
I

I
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and deposit the same with a reliable banking firm to oe
named by the

Board~

This amount was considered necessary
i .

to defray the expenses of removal of the coun.ty seat and

'I .

for the erection of the necessary county buildings at San
Andreas.
The election was held, ani of the total vote of 6914,
1
r.:okelumne Hill received 3347 anJ. San .Andreas 35-67.
The
Board of Supervisors canvassed the ballots and proclaimed

'f :

I~

San Andreas the new co~nty seat and notified the county
o ff"ic ials.

The county officials, hO'A'eve r, consist in~ of

James Barclay, County .Judge; George Tryon, Sheriff.;
William E. Dakin._ County Clerk; and Charles Fanille, County
Treasure·r , refused to move to San Andreas, claiming the
Board of Supervisors had no power to canvass the votes. and
declare the results.

The Board therefore filed a pet.i tion

for an alternative writ of mandamus in the court of Ju ·: lge

s.

~1. Brockway, District Jud3e of the Eleventh Judie ial

District, which included Calaveras and A.mad.or Counties.

il,,

The writ was issued., and tile .respondents appeared to show

I

cause why a writ of perem9tory ~ndamus should not be
1 G. 71 • .Pennebaker, "Romance of Old ::okelur.me ?.ill," Calaveras Weekly, September lZ, 1940.--~uotations from a
letter by c. L~ Tilden. He states: "In this election
":~oscuito Gulch, where there was only a saloon and watering trough, cast some 1800 ·votes. in favor of :~okelurone
Rill. Likewise in all locations near ::okeluCJ.ne Hill the
vote was many times the population. fhe politicians in
San Andreas knew better how to count votes. "

: !
', '

i' ·

I

I

I
I .I·
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issued.

In their answer the defendants claimed the fifteen

thousand dollars had not been contributed and deposited as

:I
:j

!J

I

I.

l

:J

!I ·. I

required, that the temporary buildings had not been pro-

'.I I

vided, that· the Board of Supervisors ha.d opened the returns
and counted only a portion of the votes befor.e they had declared the election in favor OI San andreas.

j

I
I
i

returns were fraudulent.

They claimed the

Therefore, the

to~al

vote cast

was 7901 and that T:okelumne Hill received 4400.
An order was given to try the case before the District
Court of th.e Sixth .Judicial District in and for the County
of Sacramento and to return a verdict as soon as possible.
The :peremptory writ of mandamu-s was issued by the District
Court, and the case ·was then appealed to the Supreme Court.
The order of the

~!strict

rendered in Ootobe~ 1866. 1

Court was sustained in a decision
Finally, after three years~ the

I

. !
i

county officials were forced to move their offices to San
Andreas., where the· seat o:f gove.rnment for the county has
r -emained.

II
I

;

I

!I

1 Chas. A. Tuttle, Reports of Cases of the Sunreme Court

£!

California, P• 225.

I
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CF:..A:PTER V
CRHIE M m E I HER 1 S JUS T ICE

!
;

During the summer and f a ll of 184B and even into the

!

. i'
; I

: ;j

early summer of 1849 disorder and crime were absen.t in the
It l'lOUld. seem from :reports that the mine.rs were.:
-even more honest than the usual frontiersman.

';/hen Gover-

nor r:a-s on visited t h e mines in '1 848, he was impres-sed by
the good behavior of the men in the mining area.

James

Carson, who mined Carson Creek in 1848, wrote,
Hone.sty was the ru.ling pas s ion amongst tile
miners of '48. Old debts v.rere paid; h ea vy
bags of gold. dust were ca relessly left l y ing
in t h eir homes; minin~ tools, t h ough scarce,
we-re left in their places of work for days
at a ti me ind not one t h eft or robbery was
committed.
He explains also that disputes were rare in 1848 and t h at

j
!

I
j

I

the miners had no _div-ision of the ground : into claims.
I:any times four or five men vrould be working in a space
a few feet in diameter.

Later on, they wo uld measure the

claim o:f'f with a tape measure under- the directions of the
alcalde.
This condition could not last.

As news of the dis-

covery spread to all parts of ·the world, there was a
stam9ede to the gold fields that inclu ded all classes of
society.
1

During the summers of 1849 and 1860, , drunkards

Buckbee, Pioneer Days of Angel's Cam~, p.65.

d.
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I

and puritans, c-le-rgymen and convicts, honest and dishonest,
rich and poor crowded into the mines and vrorked shoulder
to shoulder.

Also, people

~rom

I' ,
.l '

all parts of the world,

Europe, Asia, Africa, with all kinds of background, hurried
to the diggings.

The :newspapers

o~

I

i

I

!

1849 reported vessels

I

'

in San Francisco harbor .flying flags from more than a sco·re
of foreign countries.

l

l:any of these foreigners were o:f the

.~

I

lowest classes of these nations and were anxious to make a
fortune in the quickest way possible.
aame rampant.

I

I
·I

Naturally, crime be-

'

Carson had. an entirely different report to

make of conditions in 1849.

i

He writes:

!1

I'

This honesty was not to be .found in the crowds
that daily thickened around us in Forty-nine~
Hordes of !)ickpockets., robbers, thieves, and
swindlers were mixed with men who had co~e
with honest intentions ••.• r~rders, thefts
and robberies soon became the order of the

il

!

day.

Hugo Reid, a California rancher and trader, writes
a warning to a friend who was considering going to the
mines, as.

:folloV~·s:

Don't go to the mines on any account. They
are loaded to the muzzle with vagabonds .from
eve·ry- <_!uarter of the globe, scoundrels from
nowhere, rascals .from Oregon, pickpockets from
:New York, accomplished ge-n tlemen from Europe,
inte·rl.opers from Lima and Chile, :r:exican thieves,
gamblers of no particular spot, and assassins
manufactured in Rell for the express purpose
oonvertin2 highways and ~ways into theaters
of blood.
.
1

Owen c. Coy, Gold Days, p. 188.
2
Susanna 3ryant Dakin, "A Scotch
~· cit., p. 108.
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The situation was made more difficult by the lack of
any

gov-ernmental ma..c hinery to cope with the criminal class.

The discovery of' gold and the :rush to the mines c::.!.r.:e so
soon after the acquisition of California that Congress had
!
'

not provided aclec,;ua te legislation.

:.:111 tary law under a

military governor was in force,_ but the local govex·nment

I

was ·t he remains of the r:exican syste-m.

I

inadequat·e but distasteful to the American miners.

'

fore, the only law that could be used was that based upon

This· was not only
~here-

!

the miner's sense of justice.
trained in self-government.

The Americans had been
:.:any of them had come from

the frontier, where they had learned the imyortance of
direct aetion.

Therefore, the miners were not long in

organizing to defend themselves from the depredations of
the unscrupulous and to safeguard their rights.

The

miner's courts were not, when Judged from a true knowledge
of conditions, the action of a mob, tending towcrd anarchy
and lawlessness, but a means of protectio.n--a method of
social control.
Zvery mining camp or district had its alcalde and
sheriff, chosen and

b ~ cked.

by the mine.rs.

~hese

·two were

a fairly satisfactory combination of the ::exican system and
the American.
~ith

The duties of the alcalde corresponded loosely

those of justice of the peace.

~~en

there

~ds

a need

.l . I.
i :~
i' ..I'

'

:I
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•
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for a jury, the miners were called together without much
legal fol'!llali ty, and there was no appeal from the decisions ..
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~a

there were no jails or pri$ons in the

punish1:1ent was immediate a.r;. d drastic.

e~rly

c~mps,

the

.3a.ni shment frorr a
;

ca:.:p, whippin,i ·s, cutting off of ears, and hangings were the
usual forms of punishment.

effective.

~he

1'hese seem harsh, but th.e y were

miners were tolerant and slow to action,

but v1hen some fla g rant violation of their sense of justiee
occurred, action was rapid and S·evere.

John 1ynch, one of

Colonel Stevenson's soldiers, tells of the action of one of
the rirst miner's courts in valifornia at
in

~~e

spring of 1849.

~~rphy's

Diggings

He states:

In those early days theft was almost unknown,
and it was cuite co~~on for the miners to lea ve
their forenoon's washing of gold in front of
the.ir tents to dry, v..hile they V.'ent to their
afternoon's work. One day about half an ounce
of gold so exposed disap ~ eared. The miners
held a conference, and suspicion pointing
strongly toward. a nev1-comer, he w~s tak·en into
custody. A Jucy \7as calleC.. of '':hich Richard
Rocan afterwards State Treasurer, v:as f'oreman, ~nd of v.h1ch I was a member. The ev'idence
against· the fellow was slight, but the jury
be~ieved him guilty, and the sentence was banish-

ment from .oamp. On being released, he was glad
t .o lea v.e quickly. l believe this was the f'irst
trial by jury in the mines.l
:.:rs. Buckbee says that the
fi.rst government in caops v1as the organization
of the "miner's meetings" at Jackass Gulch in
t ·h e latter part of 1848, and that this developed
.into "miner's courts~" the meeting of all fr·ee-

men in open council.
All the camps in Calaveras County had a large element
1 John Lynch, With Stevenson ~ Califo1·nia,
2
J3uckbee, Saga .Q_f ~ Tuolur.me, P• 22.
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o·f criminals, gamblers and toughs, and most of them had to
take measur-es to expel this -element.
early

'~ifties,

conditions

beca~e

In !:urphys, in the

so bad that the Law and

Crier League was organized by a group of younP, men

New England, who aided the sileri.ff in

of the oJ'i'enders.

r·id ;iint~

fro~

the com:nunity

Gerstacker vis i te i l.:ur:phys in ·1·8 50, and

had this to say about conditions:
Never had so many murders been heard of before.
A vile rabble of ragamuffins had. determined to
find gold at any :price. 'I'he for emost of this
class v.;ere the gamblers who gallo:oed from
diggings to diggings. One day t ·wo r~exicnns
were found close to :i:urphy's Ca r:-,p, ly·int; in
the grass with their skul.ls ':Jroken and their
clothes- cut open
The murderers had ta~en
1
their eold bags .•
\'/hen the f,'llilty wer·e caug,ht, the miner"' of ;:urph.3s could

and did punish Quickly and severely.

As evidence of this,

a note in the museum at San Andreas dated 1852, !.:urphys

mines, reads.:

Dear Friend
I take the otYoortun"it~r of vrritin-~
few lines to you hoping to~ find you in
health me and Charley is sentenced to
hung to ~ay at 5 o clock for a rob~ery
good by give my best respect to ~rank
Sam and Church.
John 3ucroft •
.,.

1

this
good
be

end

1

A Vi.zilante Cornmittee was organized in . .oA:e urane

to rid that camp of its criminal element.
brought on by a series of murders.

i-:111

This act ion we.s

For seventeen weeks in

suc.cession a man was killed. betv;een Saturday nif'ht and Sun1

l.

Gerstacker,

E.P.•

-

•t • • :P•

c~

2~'1-

~~·

!
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day morning.

Five men were ·killed in one· week. 1

:3orthwick

oi tee an exam;>le o:f the summar;.,r justice dealt out by this
~851.

Vigilante Committee in

!fe states:

Two members of the Vigilance Committe~ rode
over from ~~kelumne Hill, nine ~iles to the
north, to call F~ther Bob&rd, and ~ et him to
return with them to hear the confes.sion of a
l~exic a n whom they were g oing to hang that afternoon. The prisoner was accused of having
cut into a tent and stolen several hundred
dollars. On being told of the decision of the
juxy and that he wa s to b~ executtd the next
day, he received the information a..:> a piece
of news wnich. in..no way concerned him, rr.erely
shrugging his shoulders and sa~ring , "Sta bueno, 11
in a tone of utter indifference. va1en he ..·..as
led out to oe hanged--he aske.d for g iv eness i' or
the acts of V"illain:r he ha d. co n fe ;.:; s e d a1 ~J. politely took lr;;a ve of t ll e w.o.rld with, "adios,
caballeros." ~ = e wa·s then run up to a b\ltcher' s
derrick by the vigilance Corr~ittee, all t h e
members havin.3' ·hold of the 2ope, and thus
sharing the r·e~ponsibili ty •
.A fe 'v days late:r· a

man was hang ed. in San .Ana.·r eas for e

robbcr.r committe i in much the s a me manner.

A

I.: exic £:n,

hanged for stealing, adr.1i tted before his death that he
had ao rnmi t ted eight F.iurde rs be t •ueen : :okelumne E.i 11 and

Sonora...

.!i'

On one occasion two strf?_ngt.. r s sat talking at din-

:•
I

At a nei ghboring table a gambler

ner in : :·o kelumne Hill.

thought he heard his nar-e mentioned, drew his £rU.n and. shot
one. of the men d.ead.

l'he conversation had. b €en aoout min-

~ng matters and not about the gambler.

l(I.D
v~.,

A year lat~r the

p 55 •
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survivor v;as :passing again through

: ~okelu:n.ne

rn
t

He was saved by so ~e one throwing up tne pistol.l

The Vigilante Committee cleaned up the town but did not
continue in existence long.

Jackson was :for many years ) roud o.f its hanging tree,

wh.ere the -miners pr·om:ptly executed those fo u nd. guilty by
the miner's courts.

The tree was located near Louis

Tellier's saloon, and its

likene~s

county seal of Amador County.
tree vms that o f

is eng raved cL the

The first hanging on the

"Coyote Joe," an Indian charged with kill-

ing a blacksmith f'or his money.

He was . tried by a miner's

jur,r in a restaurant ne a r the tree.

The second case was

that of a Chileno who had stabbed a woman.

He was also

t .r .ied by a jury of citizens, convicted. and executed on

In 1851, two Frenchmen were murdered in Squaw

the tree.

Gulch.

Suspicion was fixed on a young }:exican.

arrested by

w.

H. Nelson, Sheriff of

Calav ~ ras

Re was
County, at

Sacramento ana. exa!!:ined. before the jus tice of the peace atJackson.

A

crowd of Frenchmen

~athered

and, becoming ex-

cited, were determined to hang the I:e:x:ican..

The sheriff

tried to get him to r::okelumne Hill, b11t the Frenchmen took
him away and hanged him on the tree. 2

1
:r.:ason, E.R.• cit._ :P• 68.
2
Ibid•_, :P• 169

\

L __

l

Hill, v:tlen a

drunk, not liking his appearance, dr·ew hi.s g.ln r..nd. fired

at him.

i

f.

i
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Mention .has already been made of the hanging in Volcano
in 1854 of a notorious bully from

~rkansas

for the stabbing

of a miner named :!.:.CAllister, and the unique way in v:hich his

body was disposed of.l

J.~very community in the county had

hangings and the gamblers, bendits, and

cri~inals wo ~ ld

forced out or one camp only to congregllte in
section of the county had a

l ~ rger

anot ~'ler.

Eo

proportion of crime and

murder than the mines. on San Domingo Creek.

In 1851, t'•.r o

and three assassinations and murders were alrr,ost of
occurrence.

be

At that time from five to six

n~ ndred

dail ~..

miners

worked in this stream, and two thirds of them were r:exicans. 2
writer in the

A
I~rch

~

Andreas Independent for

3, 1860, states:

The "old Californ·i an" need not be told that
these mountains are dotte l with the ~ raves of
murdered men. The County of Calaveras, whose
mines were originally peopled with falsehearted, assassinating J.:exicans, was Jlarttcularly characterized in early times by deeds
of blood~hed. In some districts (we· ~AY name
Jesus Earia and San Domingo), if all the rturder·ers
could be collected toget~er, they would fill a
cemetery, and. we doubt nott if the ag~reg~te of
deaths by violence ~or the entire county since
the _year 1848,. could be summed up, they would.
reach five hundred.

J

J!

/I

' I

i

A dramatic example of how the greed for gold made
cheap the lives of men is that of the mu.rd.er of tt•1o young
men in Chili Gulch in the autumn of 1853.
1

cf. : :' •

One ·was

60.
J • .1... Smith, Cala-veras \Yeekly:., (Eokelurone Hill)
I~ovemoe.r 5, 1943.

2

a~ed
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twenty-tw~

anQ the other twenty-three.

They came from

l::assachuset.ts, end their names were Bradshaw and 3ar.::pson.
The claim upon which they worked was rich, and after a
few months of hard work, the;r ::.ccul!lul<:.ted a

larg~

quantity

of gold dust.

One da3, r.rhile Sam}; son was preparing dinner outside
the tent, and Bradshaw was writing a letter to his mother
inside the tent, three !:exicans rode up to the t ·ent and
incu1red of

Sa~pson

the road to San andrens.

!

ii'
!

AS he turned

!

i
I

to give them instructions, one .of the party struck him over
the head with his revolver and instantly killed him.

The

three then entered. the tent and attacked nradshaw with

l

I
i
I

knives.

Before he could reach his revolver they were upon

him and stabbed him eleven times, leaving him for dead,
after which they robbed the tent of all the gold dust.
Bradshe.w was found soon aften:ards and lived long
enough to give a description of the murderers.

Cn the

table was found the half finisned letter to his mother,
in which he had told her of his success in mining, and his
expectations of meeting :her soon with '·'·'eal.th enough for
both • . The .l -etter was taken by his friends and sent to

I

I·

I II
I
I

I

!

!·;
i

I

his mother along with another one telling the sad story of

I~

his murder.

I

I-Iis mother sent a headstone and an iron rail-

ing to be placed around the graves.

1

1 san Andreas Indenendent, ~:arch ~. 1860.

I

I

!- I

l II
j

1hese graves are
hi
~hway be-tween
l:n the Old Fioneel:' Cemeteil'Y on the main
San Andreas and Valley Springs.
1
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The large number of races in the mines would naturally
result in friction and z·acial animosities, and the p.:reed

for gold emphasized these racial intolerances.

The Ameri-

can miner was especially· intolerant of nll ot11 er· groups,
as he considered the land. hi.s by right of recent concuest,
and t h.e foreigner was an invader of his ri ghts.

..i..'he fee·l-

ing v.ra.s extend.ed toward all the races, with the possible

exception of the British, out it ws s most strong.ly expressed
against the :.:exicans and South .i4mericans.

?his feeling had

its origin in. the ·Anelo-Spanish ri va lr:y ot· sever·al centuries, in the di·t ference in ideas of government and religion, and in the recent !.!exican war.

.T here were few

,.
'

American miners that were willing to allow Eexicans to
hold claims of their own, even though they had accuired
their claims in 1848 before the great

r~sh

of 1849-50.

In 1849 ·many of the South Americans vrere driven from the
mines and expelled from the camps.
had the effect of

concentr ~ ting

The brutal treatment

this element in the

Southern l.:ines, and: in bringing a bout resentment and
c·rime which led to acts of reveng e.

The

~.:exican

miner,

forced out o£ every good mining district, r e sorted to
robbery and murder as a mea ns of rr.aking, a living, or si :r.:ply

as a means of getting even with the Gringo.

Calaveras, as

one o~ the counties in the s·outhern : :ines, 1 had a large

1 The Southern !.:in·es were usually considered those counties
:S:Juth of the Consumnes .River

iii L
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I

population of Kexiaans and, therefore, had a great deal of

I

crime from this source.

There were a number of camps that

were especially centers of

~ :exicans- .

San Andreas had been

one- o.f these, but Yaqui Camp, a fevr miles

scut~1,

we s notor-

ious for ~ts criminal element and as a hang out for Joaquin
l:urieta.

Finally, the American miners of San Andreas,. tired

of the murdei's and robberies, drove the l:exicans out.
Lancha :Plana, on the rokelumne River, wu.s also another
hangout for the toughs and was very large ly J:exican in pop-

ulation.

But Camp Opra,_ nearby at the base o'! the .hill,

exce.eded Lanch-a Ilana in crime.

The latter had some sub-

stantial citizens, but Camp Opra was marked a s a resort of
desperate whites as we 11 as l,:exi cans.

The g r e. vey ard there
1
was filled mostly by men who had been victims of whiskey.
L OS ~ cUer t
~~

~:uerto

OS,

near Angels Creek, on t-he Arroyo d.e Los

{Creek of _~~e Dead), was one of the rr1ost blood-

~ ·.

r
I:
I•
(

r

I

n
I~

thirsty o:f early day ca:kps and v:as populated almost entirely by !-:exicans ani Chilenos.

.b.t one period of the

cam:,p ' s history it was ccns'ide.red an uns2fe ph.ce for any
_person other than ::exicans and Chileans to live.
ga~bling

houses were

fre~uenteQ

by Joaquin

~ urieta

T:he
and

his lieutenants,· ::anuel G-arcia {Three-fineer-Jack) • Fran-

'

-

'
f

i:I ,.
!

f:

I'' ,.
~,

li
I
I

:: i

l

I. ' t

cisco ilamiriz ('":C:in1co"}, !:ulacho, Ramon :Perez (the "Tomale

r 1

man"}-, and Juan Co rd.o za..

,.

1

Garcia, v.rno was a vrhi t e renegade,

II

l .. l

l-:. i'

.

; I f'

;II' .

Heusch and Hoover, op. cit., p. 12.
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boasted of the many robberies and murders he had committed
in Los ruertos ...

It was here that the Battle of Six J:ile Cx·-eek was
fou~ht

in the autumn of 1852.

be~un

The strQggle

tral Rill between the .American and

~:exican

at Cen-

miners for

s-u pren:.acy of Six 1:11e Cree·k and continue d until Los
was reach.ed.

In the fig:1ting, an .A!Ilerican

~iner

l~uertos

ar.d a

::exic!in were .killed, and. there followed several lynching;;>.

1

Lower Ranc.her·ia, two miles east of' Dxytown, been.n in
1848.

~:exicHns

It had a population made up largely of

Chileans and was a

kno~n

resort for oricinals.

and

Cn the

night of August 6, 1855, a series of robberies and

xurder~

were pe-rpetrated by a gang of twelve Eexicans susp-ected of

living in Lower Ranaheria.

As a

r ~ sult,

the

~iners

Qrose

en masse and denande.d that every I:exican be disarned and

driven from the region.2
The most :f'az:rous exam.~ le .of racial ani:J:osi ty i:J. ·the
l .

county is th::. t of the Chilean ~'tar, which occurred at C:'1111

Gulch, near ;:okelur.-.ne Eill, in 1849. ~
1

Euckoee, :Fioneer Days

2

o~ anRel' s ~~

In this s·ettler.-.ent

:P• 55.

Re-u.s ch and Eoover, ou. cit •• :P• 14.
--"'Colonel b..yres, who was one of the .S.T!lerice.n.s t ::, ken
prisoner by the Chileans, tells the storJ in Ja~es J.
Ayres, Gold and 3unshine, p~. 4&-58.
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of Cb.ileans, a Dr. Concha was the chief, supported by -eil'?,'ht

or ten lieutenants.

rhe rest of the people were of the

peop class and v1e1:·e dependents._ or actu·a lly slaves of the
headmen~.

Small parties of Americans in the vicinity coo-

plaine6. that whenever they discovered a nev.r gulch, they
we:z-e driven off by a superior body of c:1ileans VJho laid
claim to the gulch.

This

a~tion

was so ex:asperatin,a; that

the miners decided to call a mass meeting, and form a
ing district and formulate a code of laws.

At

~in~

t~is rr.eetin~

the oiners adopted a la'll'l which prohib"i ted masters from tak-

ing up claims :for their slaves.

This had been the usual

custom •¥'here mining dis.tricts h:;:.d been forme·d..
Soon after this meeting, however, the Chileans

forcibl~r

drove so:te miners, under peculiarly exaspe-rating· ci·rcum-

stances, from the
spread. around 1

they we:z-e mining.

gulc~

the excitement was intense.

;llien the

ne~s

Judge Collier,

I

I

.•

I
\

a·lcalde of J..:okelumne Hill, advised that a mass . meeting of
t.he district be held.

At this meeting a reso·lution was

adopted f'ixinR; a time at
be expelled by :force.

w~lich

the Chileans oust leave or

The meeting marched in a body· to

the Chilean Camp ana served the notice upon the headrean
present.
A few

.ni~ilts

later a band of Chileans raided the

American camps and took thirteen prisoners,

killin~

two

American miners--Endicott and Starr--in the fi gh tin~.

They

had .a writ of arr-est from Judge Reynolds of Stockton against

. ;
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the American min€rs •. Th.e capt.ives were ms.rci1.ed around all
night and the next day were taken to John Scallan's camp on
the South Fork of the Calav.€ ras.

.lis Scallan \";as an alcalde,.

they attempted to persuade him to give legality to their
proceedings b_y

certifyin,~

to the arrest of the .Americans.

Ee refused and advised them to relesse the prisoners.

The

leaders of the band no•N became worried about ·what to do with
their prisoners.

One of the most vicious of them, a man

na.r.J.ed Tirante,. wante·d to kill all the ca:ptive ;.;; and then
dispers-e, but the others obJected.

During the s·econd

night, while camped on the l:oke.lumne P.i ver, the Americ Lns
freed themse.l ves and overpowered their captors.
Chileans were marched

t~

The

C'Niell's ranch on the main

Stockton road, where the Americans met a rescue party in
search of them.

The Chileans were given a trial by a

court organized by the miners of Eokelumne }:ill, ano.
Tirante and two others were hanged, four or five were given

fifty to one hundred lashes, and two were condemned to have
their ears .cut. off.

Dr.• Concha had a.lrea.d y .left for San

.?re.ncisco. out was killed. soon aft€r this in a f'ig·ht in a
:fandango house.

i-';hen news of the trouble reached. Stockton,

public indignation at the acts of Judg e Reynolds and the
sheriff, wno had placed the wTit
of the Chileans, was great.
departure for San Francisco.

of arrest in the hands

Both officials took hurried

I' il

I,
i

I
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There was repercQSSion of this trouble forty ye a rs
later when a mob in the stre-ets of Valpai·aiso, Chile n:altreated and killed -s a-ilors belonging to a United St a.tes
CruLser.

The newspaper attributed the outbreek to hatred

creatt:d by th-e treatment of the Chil-eans in tile mi nes in
As a result of the incident, relations betwe en

1849.

t ·i:le ·cni ted States and Chile becE.rne strained, and it looked
for a time as if there mi ~ht be war. 1
The outbreaks of racial hatred we r·e dir e cted not only
at the rexicans and Chilenos, but also at the French, as
is shown by the French

lf51.

~'/ar

at r:okelur.me £111 in ..t>._pri 1,

A French man named Vendeen was mining alone on a

hill, later called French Hill; and as the miners usually
se~rcbed

cho~ce

in .gulches for gold, they riiiculed him for his

of a place to work.

He bragged about the richness

of his clairr:s, and the ::,iners

stake claims nearby.

be~an

to

A dispu te arose

investi~a te
bet ~11een

and

the Frenchman

and an :rishman, v:ho had a claim next to his, over v1here to
throvr the debris.

A

:fig~'1t

follo'Ned, and the French sided

with the Fre-n chman. and the Irish in the nei r::hborl1ood with
their

co Dpatriot~

.:.. general fight er..sued, in which two

French were wounded, and one Irishman

kille~

and three

wounded ...
1

Ayres,

~· ~.,

li

pp. 46-56.
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The Yrench, armed with rifles and revolvers, fell

back to the heights of the hill, organized into companies,
elected a I.-:r •. Villacegue as commander, and hoisted tne
French tri-color.
bein~

made

no~

On the othe.r side preparati.ons were

or..ly by the Irish but by· all the Americans

to storm the French

stron~hold.

They claimed the raising

of the French flag was open revolution.

The authorit.ies,

greatly alarffied, appealed to the Governor for the help of
the militia.
In the meantime, l:r. de la Riviera, consular agent of
France, endeavored to persuad.e his compatriots to aere·e to
~

compromise.

On

r:-ay

:3, 1851., several American notables,

including r:r. Butler King,. collecto·r of custor!lS, arrived
at the scene, and, after several speeches from both sides,
were able to restore order.

The French lowei·ed their flag

and took possession of their mines without opposition, with

two exceptions.

~-h.e

claii:l of the frenchman, J ourdan,

he.d killed the Irishman,

and.

that .o f another one who

VihO

had

been active in the fight were confiscated for the benefit
o~

the wounded.

if

!

In the confusion that followed, the tents

of the French wet·e pillaged and set afire.

i>.

mass meeting

was held, however, and several of the of.fenders wE.re pllnished by hanging or having their ears cut off. 1
1

!

Hecei ved from I:r. Fraslin of tile ~·renc.h LibrarJ, 414 ::ason
Street, San ~·ranc is co. ~·ransla ted oy D. l'·ricot, s ·-Abt.li·tted
by J. a. 3mith and preserved in his Scranbook.
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j
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I.

Cther accounts of the war claim that while the con-

l

I

\ ,·1

ferences were going on, several Americans slipped in behind the

l~renchmen,

entered the bole they had dug in the

hill, which w:::. s fifty to one hundred f'eet in diameter, and
filled .sacks with the rich ore, the dirt paying

~ifty

..

!'
l:

I

,1
·I

.)

to a

hundred dollars a sack.
The feeling bacame so intense against the foreigners
that in :.':2.y. 1850, a license tax of twenty dollars a month

on all f'oreign miners was passed b,y the State legislature.
The news was ·received with bitterne-ss by the foreigners·,
.as 1 t was virtually prohibitive to most o"f them who were

lucky to make good wages at mining...

It resulted in several

incidents--the French Revolution in ::urpnys has alreaccy
bE.en descrfbed. 1

The Sonorans resolved . to resist the tax,

and in July 1850, rising fee-ling between the americans and
l:exicans ne a rly resulted in some hangings.

It · did result

in a demand that all foreigners not engaged in permanent
business and not of respectable character
district unless

per~itted

Americans in each camp.

~us:

leave the

to remain by a coffiroittee of
By September, 1850, three-fourths

of the I:exicans had. left the area, and business ·i n the

Southern rines was affected.
!•

I

_I

'
I

1

C:f. p. 26 ..

I '

r

I
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The t::ix created much opposit.ion and was impossible to
co·llect.

i.

In fact, no gr<:;at effort was made to collect it

from any but the :-;: exican and Chinese miners.

It was rei

pealed in 1851, but reimposed in 18·5 2 at the rate of only
three dollars a month.
lars a mont·h . 1

It was later raised to four dol-

r

t\ :,
V
.. 'I
~

I

It had succeedea in driving many of the foreigners
from the mines., but it al.so created so much resent·m ent
that the Americ2ns paid dearly in terms of the crimes that
followed its enactment and efforts at. enforcement.
At one time or another Calaveras County seemed to be
the area o.f operation of all the bad men of that early

period •
. Such bad characters as Billy

~:ulligan,

and Tom Bell all operated in the county.

Sam .Brown,

The most notor-

ious of all the California b nndi ts, howevel.',. was Joaquin
Eurieta, who started his caree·r in the county and continued
to oyerate here until he was allegedly killed.
been so much pure fiction written about
im~ossible

~llrieta

There has
that it is

to find out the truth about his career, and so

many crimes attribut.ed to him must have been committed by
other lawles.s l:exic.ans,. who might have had the name Joe.-

1

W. :P. !:orrell, ~ ~ Rushes, :p. 108
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1C6

guin, 1 that it is- inpossible to give any aacur~;;.te historieal report of his

~ ctivities.

There was a Joaquin

l~rieta~

I

however, who t:>Jlerated in Calaveras County between 1650-53,
but there may have been several Joaquins who were also da ring bandits. ·2

r.:urphys, San

Andreas~

and .Plaaerville have all been

named as the plaae where the legend says Joaquin's brother,

: i

Carlos, was unjustly hanged for horse stealing and where he
wa·s

whip_ped for attempting to aid his brother.

however, all a gree tha.t this· did happen.
·agree that

~~urieta.•

The

stories,

.Also, they all

s young wife was brutally as saul ted and

killed. ·by cruel American miners.

But

the stories disagree

as to the pl a ce of the crime and the name of his wi fe ••

!:rs. 3uckbee, who has done more research in the history of
Tuolumne and Calaveras Countiea than anycne else, claims
the wife's name wa s Carmelite and that the assault occurred
I

on the south branch of the Calaveras River.z

this seoond injury, and while burJing his wife on the banks

I

of the Calaveras, that according to the legend, Joaquin

I
J

I

I

i

. I

i .

swore vengeance against· these goldwashers for the death of

J

Il

f.

It was after

I
j

I

..

t.

his brother and wife.
1 There was a Joaquin Car~illo and Joaqu1n
. 'va
r 1 enzue 1 a, wno
.
were bandits at this time and ouer&ted in Calaveras County.

They may have been the same as ::urieta, or tne:r may have
been different leaders.
2An article in the Sa.n Joa.ou..in Re-publican, !:Sy 7, l .8 5Z,
states that Joacuin' s real name is Joaquin i-.:uliati.
3 Edna Bryan Buckbee, "The Lion of Sonora," Union Democrat,
(Sonora), Jan. 27, 1934. This account is t n e one followed
and seems to be the most acce ptable of all the accounts.
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He then went to his sister Juanita's house in Lanaha

l.

-I

:'

l

:Plana for a short time and later .t o .hi.s friends, Joaquin

if:(

and Carlos Noriega, in San Andreas.

:j,

Here he completely

I
!'
I'

II

II·

'~I

j,

recovered from the beating given him by the rowdy miners,

:!

but he carried the scars for the rest of his life.

J I·

Vinether thes-e -stories of mistreatment and abuse are

true, it is impossible to tell, but a great man:( of the
old-timers in the county believe the stories ai·e true. ·

Some of the old-timers .even claiming that their parents

r., . 'I..

1\

I

I
I'

ti

,'I

II

';'I

f

. I' .

!. - i' I
~-

hai known r ux-1-eta. and had syc,athized wi·th him.

And ac-

cording to old newspaper accounts, Joaquin the bandit did

feel th.a.t he had been abu...sed by the American miners and had
become a bandtt to get revenge.
April 22,

185~,

The San Joao..:.in Republican,

J. I.I

~

;{

~

I

I

!

l;

~f- r

'

gives t h e accDunt. of an interview with .the

bandit Joaquin by some l:e-x :ican residents of a farm near
Salinas.

He stated the reason for his conduct was that he

had been oppressed, robbed, persecuted, flogged, and mal-

treated without justice, and, the_r efore, he was dete.rmined
t ·o get .revenge ·f or nis wrongs fourfold ou the .americans

but he would never kill a Spaniard.

He was on his way to

Lower California at that time.

In

1:ur:p~1ys

Diggings, in the first part of 1650,

::urieta was dealing "faro" in one of the gambling t -ents

h
:~·

I··

when he met Three-fingered Jack (!..!anuel Garcia), also knov.'D.

as Jack 2 rady.

It

wa~

believed that Garcia

wa ~

a deserter·

rr.
r, _
I'

I

i.
,[i

;.:I
,.,

t

j
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!:

from Stevenson's !'Jew York Volunteers and used the name Garcia
as a disguise.

He had been the leader of a band of horse

thieves since 1848.
killed for pleasure.

I-Ie was an especially brutal man and

He bragg ed that he enjoyed the feel

of his knife grating on the bones of the Chinese he murdered.
It was claimed that he kept a collection of Chinese ears -as

trophies of his murders.l
flhen ;.:urieta joined this band, he was made the cl1ief

and was called El Ca:pi tan, also .Toaquin Carrillo. lie J>roved
to be a fearless, cool-headed, desperate leader, and during
the

~ext

three years his bandits terrorized the people of

Calaveras County with their bloudy crimes.
By 1851, his band w~a~ .: said t.o numoe·r one hund.red and

I

I

I
I

fifty men, well armed

splendidly mounted on fine horses,

(.I

making them formidable in battle and difficult to overtake.

It would be impossible to list all t.he· crimes attributed to
!:urieta, or recount all the stories about .him.

I'erhap·s a

few will suffice to illustrate his methods and cool courage.

In October 18v2, Joaquin was sauntering around Fiddletown feeling safe in his disguise, as no one knew him,
when he was betrayed by a Senorita in one of the fandango

houses.

Finding himself surrounde·d, he flourished his

pistol and defied the town to take

1

Ibid.

him~

He and his com-

': j

. ·,

.. .; . :

j

I

an~

j i,.
..~, ..

• : I
I

,li
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panions were successful in forcing their ·way out, but for

once the pursuers seemed to have better mounts and were
gaining on the bandits, who were forced to le2.ve their
horses in the thick chaparral near Dry Creek and escape on

i:
'

That night they c-ame into Lower Ranche ria on foot

foot.

and explained their demoralization by saying they had been
chased by Indians. 1
!.: any posses wer·e sent out after the bandits, but none
could capture them.

Under-sheriff Ellis of Calaveras County

and a posse fought a desperate battle with ;.:U.rieta and -his
gang about fo-tA.r miles southwe-s t o:f San Andreas, in Vlhich one

or two citizens were killed, and r·: urieta and Three-fingered

Jack were forced. back into the canyons of the Be2.r J,:ountain
.
2
range. But Ellis was never able to captur~ or corner them.
Near Volcano P,rew a large ash tree that for many years

I

I
I
I
I

wa s knov.:n as ::uri eta's Roost.

It was claimed that high. in

the tree, perfectly hidden by the dense foliage,

w~s

a plat-

form ~ith water end a pallet al~ys in readiness for Joa-

I

I

~uin

-..vhen he

~tas

closely · pursued or needed a rest...

On one

occasion, while he was hidden frcm sight in the lofty nest,
a posse, searching for him, paused in the shade below to
discuss further plans for his capture while the bandit
'?:.

chuckled to himself on his lo·fty :perch • ._
1

Ibid •

.2Ibid.

3-

Judge Smith's Scranbook.

.,'I

r

I

I
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Joe Bryan, a stage driver for the California Stage
Co!!!par..y out of Sonora, spoke Spanish fluentl~l, and that
company entered into an agreement with Jurieta to have
Bryan toss off letters, s-ealed messa g es and provisions

I

. i

for the courtesy of not molestine the stages he drove.
He claimed to know :r.rurieta well and said that he was pre.sent in l:okelumne :-Iill when

~:urieta

made his spectacular

leap upon the table that sent the gamblers scur:cyi·n"!,.

Ee

said he recognized r:urieta in a crowd around a table lJI.r here

;I

a group of gamblers- were telling what they would do if
I

I
i

JoaQuin made his appearance.

There was a good picture of

the bandit on the wall stating that five thousand dollars
would be given for his arrest, dead or alive, but no one

)

I

I

recognized him.

One of the gamblers swore he would shoot

I

l'.:urieta down in his tracks if he met him.

I

Joacuin leaped on the table drev1 his deadly gun and said.:

I

I

I

I

"I am Joaquin, make good your threets." 1

At this mo·m ent

instantly there

I .

!

II
I.
'.
'

was a scrambling and scurry·ing to get out of t:ne immed·iate
vicinity, and before the gamblers could. recover :fror: sur-

;'

pr-ise, ::urieta vte·n t through the swinginJS" doors and ?:as off
in a cloud of yellow dust to the south.

I

3y the spring of 18t3, life hed

oecc~e

so uncertain

I

in the mines of Cal a. v 0ras· Cou.nty that a decr·ease in the

1

I

I

:I

1

Buck.b ee, I-'ione·er .Uays of

.An:~·els ~,

p. 67.
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population was noticeableA
~:arch

17,

18~3,

The Calaveras Ghronicle,

stated:

It is to be regr~tted that so insGcure is life
now considered in this county in consequence of
the rec·ent outrages, that there is an apperceptible f~ lling off in the population. This is
particularly noted along the Calaveras River.
Our citizens are either returnin~ h.o me, or seeking foreign shores in hope of finding that protection that cannot be afforded here.
During A:pril and I:a$ 185·!3,

OV€r

five hundred r.1iners left

Carson's Hill for the Australizn gold fields, for fee.r of
being robbed or murdered by ~:urieta's despera.do.es.l

The spring of 185Z was a bloody one in Calaveras
County.

The better citizens formed posses in many of the

towns in an effort to catch the bandits, but none v:ere
suc.cessful.
search.

A group came up from Stockton to join in the

The newspapers of the state \·vere expressing their

·s ympathy :for tile :people of Calaveras County and trrishin:os
them succe.ss in the chase a:'tt-r JoaqJ.in's gang.

many murders and crirces

I

I

I

they were

At Big Bar on the Consumnes on Tuesday a party
o:f five r:exioa.ns killed stx Chinamen a.:d robbed
them of six thous a nd dollars. The 1~xicans
were supposed to be he &ded by Joaquin. Gitizens
of the Consumnes have offered. one thous£.1ld dollars for Joaquin dead or· alive.

'

I
I

I

' - --·

miles apart and sir.::ul taneously.

February 14, 185.2 , states:

J

I

cr·edi.ted. to ::urieta even though

Th.e Dail,;y Alta California (San Francisco),

I
I

I

eo.ID!-:li tted

VJ~·t·e

All of the

1

I'he San Joaou·in Republican., (Stockton) ., !:arch 9, 1S5Z,
states--that tnere is a decrease in popuh:.tio ~1 along the
Calaveras Rive:r· due to f ·e ar of the raids of JoaQuin and
his hands.

I

••
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The same pan e r

c~rried

an ar t icle on febru.al.y 16, lEtZ,

taken from the Sacramento papers, telling of the cril!le

in Calaveras County.

~~·ave

It stated:

On Friday, ;i~izens of Ja?kson oro~ght in the
dead ?od.y OJ. ~ c:· Lake, a o :_ltC~1ei· of t:1at _pl:-.ce 1
~nd tne bo~ OI a Chinaman. On the ne>:t d[).y,
Saturday, tnree Chinamen were killel betwe-en.
SThuttder. and Ja:fckson, a distance· of fo~,;.r 1:.1les.
e r1ver o the Stockton Sta~e (sic) and two
pa~sengers were killed on the sa~e d ~ y by Joaqul.n and. ~wo ()thers. o·n : he sarr..e de.y t the
same part1es drove fifty Chinese from a camp in
the neighborhood and destroy-ed their ca:nn. Cn
the previous Thursday, Joaquin rode thrcu~h the
streets. His band consisted of abo~t sixty ~ en.
A large party o:f Americans starte~ in ~ursuit
and overtook the r:exicans at Cool{' s G-ul.ch on
Sutter Creek, but after a b a ttle the !~xicans
escaped.
The newspapers :for . the spring of 185Z are filled. with

l!
:j

I
I

: I

!' I
I

l

!

I!
I

these references to the crime wave in Calaveras Co~nty and
most of the orimes are attributed to Joaquin and his band.

Twenty persons were murdered within a month in t~e vicinity
of t:okelumne Hill. 1

In t h e month o:: June. 185{ 1 one hundred

horses were stolen and thirty people murdered in Calaveras
In the early summer of 16tc, seventeen ~urders
~
...
were committed in seven days in Calaveras Go1.1.n t y •
"'osses

County.2

were searching the hills of the countj' for the b~ndi ts ·o ut
were only succ.essful in c a tching a few !:exicuns beli-eved
guilty.

These v.r.ere ouickly

1 Daily .Alta Cal·ifor·nia.,

han~ed.

I n Februar:.r , lEEZ.

(San Francisco), Febr\;.ary 14,

2.)acramento
...
r·nion, !'..ay 2? 1 1653 •
3Buckbee, "J,io·n ·of Sonora," Union Democrat,. (Sonora),
January 27, 19Z4.
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over a hundred men were searclling the hills ·in every direatio.n around Jackson.l
Early in August, 18-43, ne'.vs ·re a ched San ..linJ.reas that
Captain Harry Love -and his Stnte Ranger~ had killed
Joaquin J:urieta .and Three-fingered Jack at 1-anoche lass
Joaq~in's

in the Coast Range in a battle on July 26,

head and the rr:utilated hand of Garcia were presei·ved in
alcohol and ex..1ibited in many places.

They were eJC1.1ibited

in :i.:urphys a-nd other places in Cala vcras· County, and an

ad.!!lission fee of one dollar was c:1.arged.

This. fee was

willingly paid by the grateful citizens. 2
Doubt was soon expressed, however, tilat the head was
that of J:urieta.

The

~

Francisc'?.

~Ierald,

:august 4, 1652,

stated:
The Joaqu.in whose head has )e.en t .a:<:en off is
now said to be th~t of Joac~in Valenzuela,
as there are some half dozen Joaq~ins t~ere
is no certaintv th ~ t we have the ri~lt one
until the whcl'e gang is captured. (s=ic)
!~ny

i

r

I

I

of the residents of Calaveras County

head declared it was not that of

~:uriet·n.

w~o

.Arr.on:~

i!

I

!

saw the

'.

these was

,1
!
l

:'

Charles Gottscha.lk, v:ho for twenty-seven years wr..s Superior

I

i

Judee of Calaveras Cou.nty.

:rhey said ::urie-tta' s hair was a

rich brown and the hair on the preserved head was a coarse

1

:i

I

I

i
I

1

!

2

I

I

Daily

~

Califo1·nia, (San Francisccj, Fe -o ruary 18, 1853•

Taken from the Santa Cruz Sentinel and GUoted in the
Calaveras )itizen, (Sar.l and.reas), October 24, 1885.

I

i
I

i
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black.

The head was from a .rr.an of thii·ty-five -and ::urieta

was only twenty-f'ive.

1

Joaquin's friends in San Anirea.s,

Carlos and Joaquin l~oriega, stat.:: d: the. t he had o.~a..ie a
successful escape across the border into .3onoi·a,. ::exioo.

Their statement was substantiated by letters received from
him thanking them for having b.id him in their house.$ 2
The following letter d.ated. Augt4st 18,_ 1£52·, was print·ed
in the

~

Francisco Herald:

Senor Editors Rerald:
..:~ s my c ap ture or suppost.:d ca_:; tu.re ~€.e:t.s
to be the- topic of the dc.y, r will, throueh

your kindness, inform your renders of your
valuable paper, that I still retain ~~ head,
although 1t is proc·laimed tllrou.\h the pre.:;~es
of your city that I was recently captured.
Joaquin ::urieta
l.~ost

of the old-timers of Calaveras County were con·

vinced that

J~rieta

was never captured, but

~as

forced

'.!'

out of the region.v

Calaveras had other· bad .w.en during this eerly· pericd

that

beca~e

notorious.

Billy :~lligan was one of t~ese.

He was forced out of San Francisco by the

1

J

I

I
f

I

\ri~ilante

Cor:-

In the San Joacuin Reoublican, ( Stoc~ton) • .k.u~st 2., 16o;: •
is an afficle st:::.ting that in the author'~ rr.ind it v.--:-s
Joa.quin Valeuzue.la, not C.ar::.·illo ~ i"."~C had bee.n killet.:..
Th:a t he vn:s well--knovm in :,: eri oo sa Co ..;.nty c.nd '.':as a no torio us horse thief and companioa- of Three-~ingered Jeck.
"Ee is the Simon Iure Joaq~in, anQ you w1ll see his he~d
in the course of a week in Stockton."
2 Buckbee,. "Lion of Sonora." 'C'nion Democra.t,(Sonora).
Z~:ost of this material, unless otherwise indio llo; ei, was
taken from 3uckbee, "The Lion of Sonora,n ~nion ~e~ocrat,
{Sonora), January- 27, 19~4.

r
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mittee in

18~1,

"hounds"

He came to Columbia and while there he heard of

as he had been a member of the notorious

the rich strike made at Eelones by ::organ and his partners.
He gathered a gang of ruffians made u:p , of British convicts
from Hew South

Viales~

Irishmen,. and some

knov::n as "Sidney Birds'j Negroes,

l~exicans

and sim:ply took over the rich

mine and -worked it for nine months.

.In the spring

of

185~
·i

an injunot"ion st.o pped the work, and a judgment ·was -rendered
in favor of :.:orge.n and his associates. 1

In 1854, with gold

stolen from the r' organ I:ine, l:ulligan returned to San

~ · ran

cisco, and was later killed by the police when, in a state
of delirium tremens, he was shooting at people from the
window of a building.
Another of these b-ad men, and perhaps the most relentless killer in Calaveras history, w2.s- Sam Brown,_ sometimes called "long-haired. :3ro', rn."
and long, bright amber hair.

Re had cold blue eyes,

He made his headquarters

around San Antone Cree.k, al.though he frequented Lancha
Plana and other tough spots in the county.

He was dreaded

by the ~-:exicans and Chilenos because he preferred killing

them.. ·
Brown and Bunty Owen killed two Chilenos in an argument over a monte game at upper Calaveritas in June, 1855.

1

Buckbee, .Pioneer Days of Angel-s

~.

:p. 72.

I
I

·~
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The Chilenos f ·o rmed a mob and attempted to capture them
as they fled, but they mort·ally v;ounded another Chileno

and the

purs~it

was abandoned.

Deputy Sherifr Ben Thorn,

who later served many years as sheriff of Cala.v era.s County,
was sent f'or; he st-arted in pursuit of the two.

they were at John Hick's cabin on
of their f'riends.

~fuen

O' ~!eil'

i

H.e learned

s Creek with four

he arrived at the place Sam Brown

appeared, rifle in hand and aimed it at Thorn, but the
deputy kept on. approaching and Brown

lo~ered

the rifle.

Brown and Owen were taken before a nearby justice of the
peace for hearing; and, although the Chilenos wanted to

lynch Brown and Bro?.rn'"s friends wanted to rescue him, Thorn
kept the two desperadoes in his contro.l and lodged them in

I

,·I

the jail at I.: okelumne Hill.
Brown was s:ent to San Q.uentin but \1.1ae released vd thin

a few yea rs and returned to Calaveras County, but Thorn,

who was now sherif'f, made things too uncoofortable for
·hi-m, and he soon left for Virginia City...

He was later

I

I

·'

killed on the Carson River by a me.n named Van Sickle.
Brown had a known record of having killed seventeen men.
Sheriff Thorn was the most fea.rles s and successful

of the sheriffs of Calaveras County.

He was mane a

deputy sheriff in 1855 and was elected sheriff in 1857.

.';•
·,

During his ti me in office it was his off'icial duty to
heng and assist in the exeeuticn of five men.

!
l_ _

No officer

I,
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did_more -than he in ridding the county of desperadoes who
made life· and property insecure. 1 _ He wa s the man who later

.:
: -

capture-d the notorious Black Bart and sent him to pri.son.
~f'om B ~

11 was anot:1er bad man that operated in the

'fifties in Calaveras County.

Bell and his gang were

·'
~ he

firs-t to a t ·tempt to hold u_p a stage_ coach in the mining
region and get the gold.
the Camptonville . to

On .August. 12, 1Sti6, they ordered

:.~arysville

stage to .stop and throw o:ff

a shipment of one hundred thousand dollars in

~ld,

but

instePd of obeying the guard on the stage coach start-ed
firing, wounding one of the hold-up men, and then after
a running battle, the stagecoach escaped.

In the spring of' 1856, a driver named Dutch John was
hauling a load o:f beer :from Volcano to· Drytown when he was
halted by five men vmo told him they were · "taking contribution-s ."

One of them added t.hat the contributions were

for Tom Bell's gang, and added that the driver had better
be Quick about forking over.

Dutch John offered them all

he had--thirty dollars and twenty-five cents.

They gave

him back the quarter and told him to have a drink on them. 2
Tom Bell was finally captured by a posse led by Judge
i

valley • and the:r proceeded tc hung him on the spot.
1
2

~

i {

Belt of Knight's Ferry, near Firebaugh in the San Joaouin

J • A. Smith, "Early Calaveras .History," Calaveras ~'ieekly,
(!:okelumne Hill), October 2,. 1942.

Jackson,~· cit., P• lZO.
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C~-:AE~ER

The fi.rst

F-~iners

VI

difficulty finding gold, and their methods were simple.
some cases gold could be picked up in fairly

The first

mec~umioal

I

In

good~sized

flakes or pried from c.revices in the rooks in s.treao
-with knives.

!

to the gold fields in 1846 had little

·b~ds

method used by the men

at Sutter'"s ?:ill, in 1848, was the pan. In the rush to

r

I

,i : II
I
i
1

find equipment, any kind of a pan ar bowl Yms

u~ed.

The

Uexicans used wooden bowls or bateas, and the Indian
basket was · even pressed into service.

~en

oond1t1ons

Ii ·
l

r

!;
(

j

became adjusted so that the ciner's demands could be met,
the miner's pan oame to assume definite proportions -a nd
shape.

It wa·s stamped out of a single piece o·f sheet

iron. with the side flaring.

'

lI ,

It was usually about ten
;

inches in diameter at the bottom and sixte~n incaes at

i

~

top, and a heavy iron wire rim strengthened the top of

;

'i
i'

.

the pan.

after putting the gr~vel to be washed in the pan,
·the miner then filled the pan 'l:i th wc-. ter and with a circular motion carefully wash·eJ. t lle silt a ..;ay.

The heavier

rocks and gold s ank to the bottm:1 c>f the :pan.

The larger

pebbles were carefully discaxded and finally the .gold
dust was left in the botto~ of the pan.
A variation of this was "dry washing." used wiere t~e
(

1:
1

·-..--·-------~=-;;~._.
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pay dirt

Vl2.S

not near a stream.

T..l1e dirt vms shovelled in-

to a large canvas or piece of cloth and then
the larger pebbles

c ~ me

to the surface.

ccrefully brushed away, and the lighter
into the air so that the=wind

co~ld

shal~en

until

These w·e re the.n
rr~terial w~s

C8.rry it away.

thrown
I:f

the.re was not sufficient wind, the miner would blow at it
unt"il all the ligh.ter material was separated from the
heavier gold.

I

By the latter part of 1849 and early part of 1850,
mining methods were becoc ing moTe elaborate.
of men were being formed who, working

Companies

together~

a great deal more than the individual mine-r .

could do

They built

dams to get at the bed of the rivers vmere the gold had
collected.

Wined ~ ms--dividins

especially com..rrron.

the river lengthwise--were

Pumps, with water wheels to work

them, l.Vere construct ::: d., and the rocker was imported from
the pl.acer mines of Georgia.l

This rocker had a per:for-

a ted iro·n to p and. three or fou.r riffles filled with mer-

cu.ry at the bottom.
of operation.

The name t·ocker came from the method

J:he l. ong wooden trou,:?-11 w&.s on rockers.,

like a baby cradle, and one man constantly rocked it b a ck
and forth as the water ran through it.
washed free, it

\YE:.S

cau~llt

As the gold was

behi.nd the r-if'.fles in. the mer-

.I

:

;I

i r

l:orrell, The

~

Rushes, :p-.. 98.

1

j

',!

iI'
.

;

'.
:

'

. !:

l

. . -- . - -------~~

i

The mercury was then

curJ~

the amalgam retorted.

s~ueezed throu~h

buckskin and

This method was also successful

without the mercury, although not so high a proportion of
gold was recovered.
A"puddlin box" about six feet square wa3 found useful for deali-ng with

tou~.h

clay 'Vihere water was scanty.

i

I

The
I'·

dirt was stirred for .some tirr:e in the same water .and the
slime then run off at intervals through a plugged hole a
few inches from the bottom.
t~ere w~ter

was plentiful, the rocker gave way to

the long-tom, also used in Georgia.
wooden

trou~h

fifteen to

lt was an inclined

from ten or twelve to thirty feet in length,

ei~teen

inches wide and eight inches deep.

the lower end were perforated

s~eets

~t

of iron set into the

bottom and under them a shallow, flat box four or five
feet long, with riffles to ca.tch the gold.

The dirt w.s.s

shovelled in at the upper end, and. watf.;r was continually
run through the box.

'I,.,·
I

Lower dovm tile dirt was stirred and

' I

, the large.r rocks re:r.oved.
The he-nor of developing the sluice box ?:as clai-r:.:.ed by
a party of niners at

~; evada t; i

ty in the early part of

18~0.

1
·;

It was rrobably the natural development from the lon?:-tom and
was sin:;.ul taneously developed in many pla.ce.s where wa. ter was
:plentiful.
1

These miners, finding that the bed of the ravine

:~orrell,. E.2~

cit., p. 93.

..'
i
··- · ·- -

----------:~·.,.
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i
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did not give them enough fall, made a long board trough on
the hillside leading down from their claim to their longtom.

'f his was the beginning, .b ut by 1851 the sluice box

wa s being construcrted to leng t i1s of from one hundred to

one thousand feet in length.
water would rush

The fall wa s such that the

I

r I

l i ke a torrent, dissolving the

d

clay and washing th.e gold along until caught by riffles

.I

throu p~

in a. ne.arly horizontal section at the bottom.

3oJr,etirr:.es

a long--tom w&.s added at the end. I:ercury was I!lany ti r;.es

used behind the riffles, as the sluice

bo~

efficient than the long-tom or ro clcer.

l t

was no more
was, ·however,

a great labor-saving method, as the water did most of the
work.

The sluice might be run for several days before

being cleaned, and then the water was turned off and. the
gold dust recovered.

This became a favorite task for Sunday.

Sometimes several thousand dollars in gold dust would be
accumulated in the riffles, and it
the sluice box to prevent robb ery.

wa ~

neces ~ ary

t o guard

,,

f,

Any thief caught rob-

bing a sluice box was dealt with h8.rshly a nd. mi ght be

hanged to the nearE s t tree.
Hydraulic mining v:as tile next clevelo:pment from sluic. i

ing.

It has been defined as the act of extr2ctine gold

from gold-bearing detritus, that is, surface deposits of
gravel and other r2aterial, b;J means of w:=.ter under · g reat
pressure

dischai~ged

through pipes against auriferous

-----~--······

--
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·m aterial. 1

To carry out this method of r.tining, several

conditions were necessar-y:
or

gr~wel,

plenty of '!'tate:.:·, loose ear·th

bed-rock vtithin !. each, hi::;h lands ne8rby so

that the w2ter would have a gre&t deal of

force~

and a

channel thi·ough which the debris from the washings might

be discharged.
There is considerable difference of opinion as to
where hydraulic mining was first used, 2 but :rrevada City

claims the honor.

It was here, in 1852, that

~dward
'7

r:a.thev.rson first used wc.ter to wear away gravel bailks .....
His methods were Cl'ude, and his power was limited.

had but twenty-f'ive to f'i:fty inches o:f water,

Ee

w~~ich

was

:played ti.Lrough a c~mvas hose and nozzle after ~ fall o.f

from forty to sixty feet.

The minei·s found that by us·i ng

metal nozzles and pipes t:ne pressure of wat·er could be
increased so that a S!:lB.ll head of vro.te.r could vtash more

earth into the sluiaer than could be shovelled in by a
ht:Lndred :'len.

It could not be used everywhe:re, but where

it was applicable, ·whole areas of ground. to a depth o.f

two hundr··ed feet could be washed through the aluia-es for
a small cost.

The serious disadvantage to this -r:.ethod

1

Coy, Gold Davs ., Jl• 1:33.
2
l :S.san in his RistO!""/ of .Amador County says h ydraulic
mining w;:.s first used at :~okelumne H.ill in 1852. :P• 208
3
r
Coy, ~ Days, p. 1Z4.

1.

----~----.-_-_---_
_ _-_-_
_-__ -----\!'(
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was that it not only washed v.thole hills away but filled up
the valleys and streams with boulders, gravel, and r.1ud.

Seve·ral ditches were constructed to carry water for hydraulic mining near

at

r ~urphys

l~okelumne

I.Iill.

The sus:pension flume

vro.s constru.o ted for the purpose of carrying

water to the Central Hill :r .:ine for hydraulic m.ining. 1

The

Clark mines at Railroad Flat used three strear.;s and had
three hundred sluice boxes running in the 'sixties.

By 1854,

there were seventeen ditches in Calaveras County, 325 miles
long 1 constructed :for. the purpose of carrying water to the

mines.· 2

It has been estimated that v,rhen lzydraulic· mining

was at last prohibited by law in certain portions of California (1892}~ over $100,000 1 000 was invested in that

branch of mining
eight to ten

~ lone,

~illion

t:.nd. the annual yield was from
.

'7.

dollars.v

Quartz mining began in the early 'fifties but was

not too successful for some
the first

~uartz

vein was

ti~e.

It is claimed that

di~covered

in I:aripos·a County in 1849. 4

on the F re=ont Grant

In Calaveras County the

l,...f
v • p. 29.
2

Eanc1·oft, op. cit., VI, Z75.

3
4

.Eld.red.-?e Skinner, !Ustorz
Coy~

.2.£

,PE.li :'ornia, V, 213.

Gold DayS 1 p. 157.

I

I.......
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l:organ

~ : ine

was discovered in the fall o:f 1850 on the

I.:other- Lode 'by h'illiam Hance, ani in

Fe~ruary

1851, a

Baptist preacher na:aed Davidson discovered cuartz g old on
tne south side of Amador Cre~k. 1
Cit~r

t h at the .first stam:P mill

v1~s

It was here at Amador
~ uilt

in 1851.

7'-h~

Spring Hill Co mpany, was organized a nd an old steam eng ine
brought in from Sacramento to run the stamp mill.
mill, however, wa s not too

success~ul.

A

~ill

This

on the north

side o:f Amador Cre-ek was also started in September, 1851,
on the claims of th e original Amador r:ine.

The machinery

was better in this .a1 ill and. the results were more successful.2

C.uartz gold was discoverel at. .Angels Camp by

Bennag~r

Raspberry in 1854, but the 'iiinter Brot l.1 .ers wer-e first to
de mon s t:r·a t.e successful ouar·tz mining in Angels at the
!:arshall

r.~ine..

They used the !·:exican arrastras operated.

by horsepower for t h e early quartz mining but were t h e

first to :put up a stamp mill in

'1.

.An~ ·~lS• v

The confusion at Carson Hill over the size of cuartz

claims that result e d ,in the jumping of the l.:prgan l :ine
i.llustrated t h e need :for .d ifferent minin;S laws to regu-

1
2

3

Cf. D. 64.

i:aso~,

o:p .. ..£.!.!•, p. 145.
Buckbee, Pioneer Days of

An~els

Camn,p.S.

n
.

.

; ii

·;.:
t ·•ij

r
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late quartz

~ining

from those used in. placer mining.

In

June, 1851, a mining convention w. s held at Rancheria in
the northern part of the county for the p:1.rpose o:f making
regulations to ensure the peace and security of cuartz
Thi.s convention formed a district in that part

mining.

of the county ;north of the Kokelunme River to which all
the rules adopted at the meeting would

a]:~ly.

:'hese local

mining district regulations had the force o:f the stat·e
laws behind them.

Later on, men Congress in 1866 passed

the .first federal laws dealing with

the local

m inin~s-,

mining district laws wer-e the hasis for them.
In this convention at Rancheria, the· size o:f a claim
on a quartz vein vr<ls lioited to tv:o h~ndred

and forty

feet on the length of the vein, without regard to the
width, to the discoverer or company_. and one hundred and

twenty feet in addition thereto for each member of the
,.

uOm;>any .•

1

In this first rush to open quartz mines,

ma~y

were

opened which under conditions prevailing could not possibly be made to pay.
for 1852,

~472,055.00

Calaveras County.
.1

Hason, o"Q •

.£!.!•,

By

According to the State census
was invested in

~uartz

1858, there were t:·:o

:p. 145

mining in

h~ndred

and

_________ _ -

.......,

...
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cuar~z

eighty

b~t

mills in California,

by 1861 there were

only forty or fifty in successful operation. 1 .
The chief · reason for this high : rate of mortality

·was not only inexperience, out inefficient methods of
recovery.

·The

l~exicans

used the .arrastra ·successfully,

but it was not capable of development, as were the
The first stamp mills were

mills~

ci~de

sta~p

and slow but an

improvement over the arrastra in output. · The stamps were
at first made of wood and shod with cast-iron, but were
later made entirely of iron.
after the ouartz was crushed, _the slime wus _w ashed
on to an inclined riffle-board and thence conveyed into
an amalgamator, a moving v.·ooden box, six feet scuare -s::ad
six inches deep containing mercury.
the

~old

oy

formin ~

The mercury collected

an amalgam and the

~ld

was lat€r

removed.2
. ii.nother reason for the early failure of so many
~uartz

mining ventures was the cost.

with shafts ana. tunnels, never
To follow a vein of cuartz
re~uires

fro~

Placer oining , even

re~uired

the

as much eapita:l.

surfa~e

to

gre ~ t

depths

s.cientific training .and expensive cacj1inery.

Shafts

1
Cali·f crrnia ;.:ines

~

J:inerals, P• 8.

2

::ercui·y- wa s six dollars a pound. in 1846, but the rich
Cinnabar mines in ~ alifoinia were soon proiucine, and
the price dropped to fifty uent6 a pound in 1655.

. ,.,

·- ------ --

I
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must be sunk·, .tunnels run, and hoistin:; l!l2.chine:ry and. drain-

age pro vi de d.
Despite thes·e . obstac·les quartz mining was slowly being

improved.

Other methods OI separating the gold, such as the

chlorination and flotation processes, were being developed. ;
By 186Z: Calaveras County had thirty-three·, qli.artz mills.7

twelve of which were at Angel.s Camp.

It had been dis-

covered that the l:other Lode, which was the name given to

the series of quartz veins ·extending along the flank of
the Sierra

;~;evada

from Amador to r:ariposa, ran squarely

through the western side of .Angels Camp and directly

through Calavera.s County.

Rarely is any lode traceable

for more than a few miles, but the
distance of sevent~r miles." 1
varies in

w~dth

r~ther

It is a hard, vLli te ~ua1·tz,

from a foot to thirty

~ee~,

of -a."oout forty-·fi ve degrees eastward.
belt at Angels is three

r:~.iles

Lode extends a

wide.

and has a dip

The mineralized

The lode proper

divides into three lodes, or groups of veins, at this

-point.

It is not always in a straight line and is some:...

times three or four miles from its normal COQrSe.

Near

Sutter Creek it was struck at tne Oneida, the Eayward,
and the Keystone mines and is
1

tr: ~ ceable

throu~h

Cala-

The name, :.!other Lode, is usually restric·ted to a series

of gold quartz veins l7ing south of the Consumnes River,
especially from Tlymouth, · Amador Cnunty, in a southeasterly direction . into l.:ariposa Co~nty near the tov:n
of Coultei·ville. Coy, Gold Davs, p. 107.

,

r

r~

!
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veras, Tuolumne, and. into Eariposa County to the ·"Pine
•- •

i.

l

I

:.t:ree _.. Ine near . .:ar i posa. 1

m

l.:

--

Th·e great period of quartz mining in Calaveras County
came at a later period than is being discuss e d in this
paper., but the Garson Hill l:ines, the Angels Camp !;Tines,
the Gwin !:ine, and. the East :se·lt of the 1:other Lode :,:ines
at

~·'fest

l ;oi·nt, El Dorado, and Sneep Ranch were being

I

I' .

developed during this early pei·iod.

It will be possible

to mention only· these eal'ly quartz mines and give a few
~acts

about their discovery and early development.
Beginning at the Southern ·end of the county where

the :.:other Lode crosses the Stanislaus, the Garson Rill
or l.:organ 1:1ne was one of the richest ever discovered in
the co-u.nty or the state and was the place where the 1:other

Lode was first found.

It wa s discove-red tn 18.'50 by William

Rance, v.rho took six part·n ers, one named I:organ; hence the

name

I ~organ

::ine.

The claim lay on the northwest side of

Carson Hill and was Oilly five hundred and

but was so rich _that it attracted

fi~ty

thou~ands

feet long,

to the camp.

As has been stated before, the largest piece of quartz
ever reported in the United .States came from this mine

It \vas valued at ~43, 5~4,. and was a part of
.
2
The ore · was not rich enough to
a ~300,000 pocket.
in 1854.

1

Hi ttell, History 2..f Califoinia, _III, 111.
2
Cf. :p.·4L

......___ -------..
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'
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be worked in hand mortars and so was crushed in arrastras

run by Eexioans.
the mine yielded
by

'1\r

•

·

l~'~ex~cans.

1

3etv;een February, 1850, and December, 1851,.
~ 2~500,000,

besides large sums high-graded

·Billy Fulligan' s gang seized the mine and

opera ted it for nine months in 1852.

i'l hen

l. ~org.an

and his

company recovered the mi ne in 1853, they closed the mine,
and it was not operated again until 1867. 2
Several other mines were opened near Carson Hill in
this early period, such as the Stanislaus and the Reserve,
both opened in the early •sixties.

In the Angels group are several early producers.
The 3ultana was first f'ound

by

the

~Tinter

Brothers i ·n

1852 and worked by open cut, the rock being crush ed by

.an arrastra.

It was flrst called. the· Winters or

and later the 3ovee.

l~arshall

The Winters were reported to have

obtained as high as two thou.sand to three thouoand dollars
a ton, and were supposed to have produced about

before selling to William Bovee.
stamp mill

w~ s

depth of three

~ 200,000

In the 'sixties a ten-

in operation, the mine was o_p ened to a
h~ndred

feet, and the ore yielded from six

to twenty-six dollars a ton.

The mill burned in 18·70.

The Utica mine, which later became the big producer,

was not a suacessful mine in the early period,
determined effort was

rr~ de

to make

~uartz

althou~h

a

mining in the
.I

1

•I

Jackson,

~·

2 cf. p. 39.

cit., p. 3Z5.

,.;! :

I!t
:I
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Utica claim

succe~sful.

A small mill was built, and con-

s ideru ble de.velo r-ment work ;o.oas done 'Which was not success-

.James G. Fair, who lute:r· made his .fortune in the

ful.

Comstock Lode in Virg inia

~ity,

deal of work" on the property.

took hold and did a good
It never repaid him, but

he and his partner, I rwin Davis, sold the property at a
profit for

~ 30,000

of :3an l> ·rancisco.

the mine. 1

to Jan es T. Joyd and Judge Delos Lake
It has been clairr.ed that

~··air

11

Salted"

The clai m wa s c a lled the "Invincible,n but

when purchased in 1865, .iud,::te Lak e
after his home town.

i'he

re.n a~ed

-r.~ tica .: ~ inin g

it the "Utica 11

<.;o Epany comrnenced

wor-lt, bu.t after t vto months the work w.:•. s gi v e: n up, as

there seemed no further reason for development.

~ oyd

and

Lake would have peen willing t ·o s.ell to anyone, but no

one would

v.~rk

it for more than a short tirr:e.

For almost

twenty years this mine., that was to produce milli.ons, was
not worked.

It wa s only after Charley Lane ·took over that.

it became a successful producer.2

The Stickle I.:ine, which

was located in Angels in 1852 by George Stickle, later be-

came a pert of the

~tica ~ine.

The ~ Andreas Indenendent _, October 17, 1857, stated
that there were twelve Quartz mills erected in· one year in

Angels Camp after the Winter Brothers made the first claim
1
2

Buckbe.e, :Pioneer Days o.f A:ngels

-Ibid..

~.

p. 'Z:.7.

:I
!
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discovery.

The article repo·rte·d that the cuartz lode had

been claimed and. was being worked for miles and :predicted
that betv.reen Altaville (called. Winterton) and.

A.n~els

would be fifty mills in operation wi.thin a year.

there

The

author of the artic.le mentions the following claims v:here
mills were in operation: Fretz and Company have a steam
mill; Hinte·r .Brothers have a water power mill that c.a.n
crush forty tons of rock in twenty-four hours; Slocum,
Eaker and Company have a twelve-stamper, wat·er power mill;
Brodie, Cameron, Lightner and Company have a steam mill
{their company was the first to try the roasting process
to burn out sulphurets, but found the process too intricate):

A. P. Bouton has a steam mill; Garrison, !,{orga n,

and Fritz have a steam mill; and Benjamin and

Co~pany

on

the Crystal Claim have a new twelve-stamper mill.

'·

. i

Tl1ese early miners were faced. with many difficult
problems.

Roads were poor and transportation was diffi-

cult; inadequate equipment and inability to remove the
water handicapped them, and many times after going do.wn

,I

one hundred feet they had to give up.
The quartz mining laws of the Angels District were
approved on July 20, 1855.

The most important provisions

were given in article two and three.

They are as follows:

Article 2 .. He or they shall have the rights
to all the dips, strikes or angles of every
vein originating on the claim. ~1e under-

t

. -.1 _ __ ,..... -·---·- -- .
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stand that a vein originates on or below the
surface, running downwards and not from below
rurin1ng upward, so that no person locating a
claim on either side of the boundaries of
another shall have a right to a vein running
thrDugh his or their claim ••• , but no man
sl1&.ll have a riglrt to follow a vein on the
length of it behind the perpendicular line of
his boundary.
Article ~. One hundred feet shall be allowed
to each man on the length of the vein, by
one hundred and fifty on each side of it, or
he may take more on one side than on the other,
but the alaim ·s hall not exceed more t ~1an thr e e
hundred feet in width on the surface.
~e. the undersigned officers of the above
named meeting, ce-r·tif'y the above to be a
tru.e report.
Joel P. Higgins, Fres.
Sam r. Cr~ne, Sec.
Sworn and sub~cribt;d to b_e:fore :1~ Tait Justice
of the peace.
Another mine that was discovered in· this early period
i

on the r:other Lode and later on became one .of the big pro-

ducers of th·e county was the Gwin l:ine.

It ia located a

few miles north of San Andreas in Rich Gulch neer the

I

!:okelumne River and was first mined in 1851 by Dr. Toland

:I

of Toland ::edical Colleg e fame, 2

.An inclined shaft, two

hundred feet deep was sunk and some rich ore· was found
near the surface, but at about the four hundred foot level
the ore was low-grade.

In 1867, the mine passed into the

control of Senator Gwin of California, ani up until 1682
was worked as

fa~ily

property with few records kept.

.In

187Z it was :producing one thousand. dollars a day on. an
1

Jud_ge J. A. Smith·' s Scrapb~.
2
Ayres, ~· cit., p. 129.

""-- ··

·!

average .. 1

It was later on taken ove.r by the Gwin ::ine
~nich

Development Company,

took out severa l millions.
~-les t

There are several important mines in the
area that were located in the early per-iod.
in the granite of the

Ea~t

Belt Lode.

Point

Th.ese are

The upper granite

is of a deeayed nature and varies from twenty to eight
feet in depth.

The first miners did not believe that it

would pay to follow the or.e vein into .the solid .g ranite,
but later miners proved this to be erroneous. 2
Q~ite

leads were

numerous.

The ~uartz

It has . been stated that a per-

son st a rting three miles north of West Toint and proceeding south for a distance of nine miles, to the junction
of the forks of' the

!~·okelumne

vein every h und.red yards.

River, would cross a quartz

: ~any

of these· contained. gold

and. were vrorked. by l:exicans in the early days.~

At one

tirr,e twenty mills were crushing ore near -,¥est I'oint.
ScorJ)ion

~ ·-ine,

quartz mines.

one hal:f mile south, was one of the e2. rly
The Pet t icoat J:ine, at Railro a d Flat., wa s

in the East Lode and. was an early and rich producer.
Sanderson and Ioor l:an • s
years.

The Sheep Ranch

:~ine
!.~ine

2

end the Chauvanne l:ine. have
It was at the

Calaveras Chronicle, (I:okelurm e !-!.ill) I.:arch 15,
Judge J.

zHittell,

~.

l he

were also worked for many

been imJ)ortant producers in t h e East Belt.
1

The

187~.

Smith's Scranbook.

Resources of California, p. 298.

i
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Sheep Ranch rine that George Hearst, father of ililliam

Randolph Hearst, made his fortune.
This brief survey of quartz minin~ in the county
b-efore 1866 does not tell the complete story of quartz
mining ade ~uately, as tJ:lis type of cining was developed
mainly during a later period.

But the five locations whei·e

the famous cuartz mines we.re de.veloped around the turn o:f
the century have been mentioned.

Special Phases of the

Early History of Calaveras County is the sto.ry of placer
n~ ining or gravel minin; and not quartz rr:ining.
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